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The Global Ecology of Differentiation Between Us and Them 
Evert Van de Vliert 




Humans distinguish between we-groups and they-groups, such as relatives versus strangers 
and higher-ups versus lower-downs, thereby creating crucial preconditions for favoring their 
own groups while discriminating against others. Reported here is the finding that the extent of 
differentiation between us and them varies along latitude rather than longitude. In 
geographically isolated preindustrial societies, intergroup differentiation already peaked at the 
equator and tapered off towards the poles, while being negligibly related to longitude 
(observation Study 1). Contemporary societies have evolved even stronger latitudinal 
gradients of intergroup differentiation (survey Study 2 around 1970) and discrimination 
(mixed-method Study 3 around 2010). The geography of contemporary differentiation and 
discrimination can be partially predicted by tropical climate stress (warm winters, hot 
summers, and irregular rainfall), largely mediated by the interplay of pathogen stress and 
agricultural subsistence (explanatory Study 4). The findings accumulate into an index of 
intergroup discrimination by inhabitants of 222 countries (integrative Study 5). 
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To survive and thrive, all humans construe and construct ingroups (us) and outgroups 
(them)1-4. The nearer ingroups are unprecedented tools for controlling own security, 
belongingness, identity, and social coordination against potentially dangerous and disturbing 
outgroups. Nevertheless, inhabitants of distinct world regions differ considerably in 
intergroup differentiation—defined here as judging and treating people as members of either 
ingroups or outgroups rather than individuals. Increases in intergroup differentiation come 
with sharper us/them boundaries, larger psychosocial distances, and greater behavioral 
differences between familiars and strangers (collectivism) as well as higher-ups and lower-
downs (hierarchism)2,3,5-8. The geographic diversity of those cultural mindsets and practices 
raises the question of whether the strength of the habit of intergroup differentiation is related 
to the inhabitants’ habitat. A tentative answer to that intriguing question is derived here from 
two habitat hypotheses—the pathogen-stress hypothesis9,10 and the rice-wheat hypothesis11,12. 
The pathogen-stress hypothesis9,10 predicts that human-to-human transmitted diseases 
promote xenophobia, ethnocentrism and other forms of ingroup-outgroup differentiation. This 
is because in warmer regions with higher levels of pathogen prevalence, stronger ingroup 
assortative sociality helps people avoid infection through fewer contacts and interactions with 
outsiders and strangers. The rice-wheat hypothesis11,12 argues that rice villages had more 
intense and more reciprocal labor exchanges than wheat areas. To manage irrigation 
networks, inhabitants of rice villages had to coordinate water use and shared infrastructure—
often between families and at the village level. This created a culture with tight, 
interdependent ties in relatively small networks. Thus, the distinction between tight-near ties 
and loose-distant ties became stronger in rice regions than in wheat regions. 
Despite their many differences, the two hypotheses share the idea that stronger 
differentiation and discrimination between us and them evolved from higher tropical climate 
stress at lower latitudes. On closer scrutiny, the two hypotheses have a common denominator 
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(latitude) with an implicit side (geography) and an explicit side (ecology). Implicit latitudinal 
gradients in humans have an inherent relationship with explicit latitudinal gradients in animals 
(including microorganisms and parasites) and in plants (including rice and wheat). It is easy to 
underestimate the relevance of this conceptual entwinement given that the south-north axis of 
the Earth represents a bipolar field of stressful environmental impacts on livability and life 
whereas the west-east axis does not. Specifically, unlike different longitudes at the same 
latitude, different latitudes at the same longitude confront humans with vastly different 
seasonal cycles of cold, heat, drought, deluge, pathogen prevalence and crop growth13. 
Indeed, the common latitudinality of the pathogen-stress and rice-wheat hypotheses opens 
up integrative theory linking geographic locations with ecological explanations of intergroup 
differentiation manifested in ingroup-outgroup boundaries, distances and differences. 
Geographically and ecologically, the two hypotheses predict south-north distributions of 
collectivism and hierarchism. For example, both hypotheses can correctly predict that Chinese 
are more collectivist in hierarchical ways and less individualist in egalitarian ways than 
Europeans2,3 because life-threatening pathogens and socially interdependent rice cultivation 
both decrease from the south (China) to the north (Europe) rather than from the east (China) 
to the west (Europe). Both hypotheses also predict opposite south-north gradients in 
identification with ingroups and discrimination of outgroups below and above the equator 
because pathogen stress and rice cultivation both decrease from the equator towards the 
mutually opposite north and south poles. 
 The latitudinal gradient of intergroup differentiation would be supported if collectivism 
and hierarchism were to increase towards the equator in both hemispheres (convergent 
validity) but were to be unrelated to longitude west and east of the Greenwich meridian 
(discriminant validity). In statistical terms, I expected intergroup differentiation to have a bell-
shaped distribution around the equator but not around the Greenwich meridian. This 
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geographic side of the proposed latitudinal theory of intergroup differentiation was tested in 
preindustrial societies (Study 1), and in contemporary societies around 1970 (Study 2) and 
around 2010 (Study 3), with care taken to include the intertwined archetypal components of 
collectivism and hierarchism. Although the three studies tested a purely descriptive theory of 
biogeographic links between latitude, longitude and differentiation (Studies 1 and 2) including 
discrimination (Study 3), Study 1 also strengthens basic ecological explanations for the 
following reasons. 
Perhaps most notably, preindustrial societies (e.g., Aweikoma, Aztec, Cayapa, Copper 
Eskimo, Fon and Timbira) had not been influenced by global economic, educational and 
medical developments, so intergroup differentiation cannot have been the result of 
modernization14,15. Likewise, biogeographic links across preindustrial societies cannot have 
been affected by relatively recent patterns of migration and colonization, world wars, or 
intensifying international exchange (e.g., tourism, trade, and internet). Studying preindustrial 
societies also overcomes the research problem that the rapidly increasing interdependence of 
contemporary societies produces violations of the statistical assumption of independent units 
of observation. In short, compared with Studies 2 and 3, Study 1 draws less distracting 
attention to recent developments, and hints more convincingly at ecological explanations of 
the latitudinal gradient of intergroup differentiation. 
Such ecological explanations derive ultimately from tropical climate stress but more 
proximately from biological understandings of latitudinal gradients in animals and plants16,17. 
One understanding is that animals and plants often modify each other’s impact on the 
latitudinality of livability and life. This raises the possibility that pathogen stress and 
agricultural subsistence shape intergroup differentiation in conjunction rather than in parallel. 
Warmer latitudes have both greater infection prevalence and greater group density17, with the 
probable consequence that tropical inhabitants tend to be more wary of disease-carrying 
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outsiders and strangers, i.e., tend to value ingroups over outgroups irrespective of their own 
subsistence style. At colder latitudes, where infectious diseases are less common and where 
group density is lower17, the mode of subsistence may have more leeway to impact on 
intergroup differentiation. The mechanism nowadays may be that contacts and interactions 
with outgroup members are minimal in the agrarian sector, moderate in the industrial sector 
and maximal in the service sector. A more agrarian lifestyle towards the poles might thus 
increase the otherwise relatively low local levels of differentiating and discriminating between 
insiders and outsiders. 
The relevance of this speculative interplay of pathogen stress and agricultural subsistence 
for explaining the latitudinal gradient of intergroup differentiation was tested on 
contemporary societies in Study 4. The point of departure was that higher ecological stress is 
empirically linked to more intergroup differentiation and discrimination7-12. Importantly, 
however, this general starting point was amended with the note that higher cold stress is a 
special case as it comes with less pathogen stress, heat stress, and stressful irregular rainfall. 
Tropical climate stress was also more proximately represented by pathogen prevalence and 
the problems for agricultural subsistence caused by the accumulation of warm winters, hot 
summers, and irregular rainfall. Poverty stress was modelled to control for the confounding 
fact that the tropics are lagging behind the rest of the world on modernization—economically, 
educationally, and medically. 
 
Results 
Study 1: Geography of intergroup differentiation in the preindustrial past. The 
Standard Cross-Cultural Sample18-21 of preindustrial societies allows historical tests of the 
hypothesis that intergroup differentiation has a bell-shaped distribution around the equator 
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rather than the Greenwich meridian. An advantage of using this representative dataset is that it 
reduces phylogenetic and spatial autocorrelation because only one society was selected from 
each cluster of societies inhabiting a particular world area. 
Ross20 coded ethnographic reports on 90 randomly chosen societies and then factor 
analyzed the coded variables. Collectivism consisted of 7 ordinal codes regarding ingroup 
control over members (e.g., “The community makes collective decisions, formally or 
informally, which impinge on many aspects of people’s lives”), ingroup loyalty, and 
promoting own ingroup interests in other groups (Cronbach’s α = .80). Hierarchism was based 
on 12 ordinal codes regarding leadership centrality and authority, power distance, autocratic 
management (e.g., “Leaders make most decisions and involvement of the average person is 
highly limited or absent”), and use of enforcement mechanisms (e.g., “There is great 
sanctioning power available to enforce decisions”) (Cronbach’s α = .92). All coded 
components and coding scales are listed and discussed in Supplementary Methods Study 1. 
Societal locations were estimated as midrange degrees of latitude (negative below the 
equator and positive above it) and longitude (negative west of the Greenwich meridian and 
positive east of it). Latitude-linear and longitude-linear were also squared to test for the 
presence of bell-shaped curves (societal scores for location, differentiation, and their 
interrelations, are detailed in Supplementary Tables Study 1). Latitude-squared was associated 
with collectivism (B(85) = -.16, p = .05, R
2 = .15, CI = -.32 to .00) and hierarchism (B(85) = -
.25, p = .002, R2 = .19, CI = -.41 to -.09), whereas the effects of latitude-linear, longitude-
linear, and longitude-squared did not reach significance (Table 1A). As predicted, 
differentiation between us and them peaks at the equator and tapers off towards the poles. 
Figure 1 visualizes the distribution of collectivism and hierarchism along both latitude and 
longitude. That intergroup differentiation increased towards the equator in geographically 
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isolated preindustrial societies strengthens the idea, tested in Study 4, that latitude-related 
ecological conditions predict intergroup differentiation and discrimination7-12,22. 
Study 2: Geography of intergroup differentiation around 1970. Back in the 1970s, the 
Dutch social psychologist and former IBM engineer Geert Hofstede3,23 made a mysterious 
discovery that could, in hindsight, be interpreted as a coincidental measurement of 
boundaries, distances, and differences between groups, be they familiars versus strangers 
(collectivism) or higher-ups versus lower downs (hierarchism). When Hofstede analyzed 
cross-national data from survey responses to 32 value questions, he found a cryptic bipolar 
factor that strongly covaried with absolute latitude (see Supplementary Methods Study 2 for 
details). One pole reflected independence from the social context consisting of groups and 
leaders, while the opposite pole reflected dependence on the social context consisting of 
groups and leaders. Confronted with this ambiguous result, Hofstede decided to treat the same 
value dimension as if it represents two different dimensions—a bipolar dimension ranging 
from individualism to collectivism, and a unipolar dimension ranging from small to large 
power distances. 
As argued in Supplementary Methods Study 2, the seemingly-cryptic common 
denominator of Hofstede’s3,23 collectivism and power distance can be interpreted as the extent 
to which people are viewed as members of ingroups or outgroups rather than individuals. This 
latent dimension ranges from little social-cognitive differentiation (low collectivism and low 
hierarchism) to much social-cognitive differentiation (high collectivism and high 
hierarchism). The original dimension was reconstructed by reintegrating individualism/-
collectivism and power distance (Eigenvalue λ = 1.68, R2 = .84), and was then used to test 
whether intergroup differentiation around 1970 peaked at the equator and tapered off towards 
the poles, while being unrelated to longitude (country scores are reported in Supplementary 
Tables Study 2). Dwarfing west-east differences, latitude-linear (B(48) = -.54, p < .001, CI = -
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.73 to -.36) and latitude-squared (B(48) = -.51, p < .001, CI = -.64 to -.38) accounted for 63% 
of the variation in intergroup differentiation (Table 1B and upper part of Figure 2). 
Study 3: Geography of intergroup discrimination around 2010. A mixed-method 
investigation of discrimination in 104 countries tested the solidity of the findings. Ethnic, 
sexual, and religious minority groups got special attention with a view to societal and ethical 
relevance. In each society, the discriminatory boundaries, distances, and differences were 
represented by (a) participative observations of nepotism in work organizations5—favoritism 
shown to relatives by appointing them to senior management positions, (b) a compilation of 
publicly available indicators of social exclusion of vulnerable groups in society24,25, and (c) 
unobtrusive ratings of legal discrimination taking place by imposing restrictions of freedom 
on a minority of inhabitants22 (for details, see Supplementary Information on Study 3). To 
reduce the effects of measurement error, nepotism, social exclusion, and legal discrimination 
were standardized and then averaged into a reliable composite score of current discrimination 
(Eigenvalue λ = 2.00, R2 = .67; Cronbach’s α = .75). 
As hypothesized, compared with longitude, latitude had a more pronounced association 
with differentiating discrimination. Indeed, longitude-linear (B(101) = -.03, p = .75, CI = -.23 to 
.17) and longitude-squared (B(101) = .03, p = .71, CI = -.15 to .21) had negligible links (R
2 = 
.00, p = .90), whereas latitude-linear (B(101) = -.39, p < .001, CI = -.49 to -.29) and latitude-
squared (B(101) = -.40, p < .001, CI = -.49 to -.31) accounted for 54% of the variation in 
discrimination. The results of the combined equation in Table 1C (R2 = .57) are insensitive to 
removing the 10 northernmost countries (controlling for sampling bias) or the 10 largest 
countries (controlling for measurement inaccuracy) (Supplementary Results Study 3). The 
lower part of Figure 2 provides a visual summary of the inference that current discriminatory 
practices have a bell-shaped distribution around the equator rather than the Greenwich 
meridian. 
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Taken together, Studies 1 to 3 support the robustness of the geography of intergroup 
differentiation across time periods, convenience samples, and research methods. These results 
are waiting to be replicated across regions within Brazil—the only large country straddling 
the equator. The United States do have a south-north cline of differentiation and 
discrimination between us and them. For the 48 states between Mexico and Canada 
Supplementary Tables Study 3 reports midrange latitude, midrange longitude, collectivist 
family ties9, and Conway et al.’s22 measure of legal discrimination introduced above. 
Collectivism decreases northward towards the Canadian border (B(45) = -.84, p < .001, CI = -
1.15 to -.54 for latitude) but does not seem to systematically vary from the West Coast to the 
East Coast (B(45) = .01, p = .93, CI = -.29 to .31 for longitude) (R
2 = .41). Legal discrimination 
likewise decreases northward (B(45) = -.62, p < .001, CI = -.96 to -.28) rather than westward or 
eastward (B(45) = -.29, p = .09, CI = -.62 to .05) (R
2 = .26). 
Study 4: The reported south-north gradients of distinguishing between we-groups and 
they-groups are difficult to understand without taking account of south-north gradients in 
explanatory factors that also reverse their direction at the equator. Supplementary Results 
Study 4 therefore provides preliminary tests of the equatorial reversal of 17 ecological and 
historical conditions that are potentially relevant for explaining the geography of intergroup 
differentiation and discrimination. The 11 factors that passed this latitudinal validity test were 
used as predictors. 
In preindustrial societies, agricultural subsistence and community size stand out as 
potential precursors to collectivism and hierarchism. The greater biodiversity in plants and 
animals at lower latitudes16,17 provides a plausible reason why structurally complex and 
intertwined processes of domestication, fixed settlement, and population growth would have 
flourished in the tropics. It may well explain why agricultural subsistence and community 
size, just like intergroup differentiation, peaked at the equator and tapered off towards the 
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poles. To explore this puzzle further, agricultural subsistence and community size in the 
preindustrial era are discussed at length in Supplementary Methods Study 4, and their societal 
scores are listed in Supplementary Tables Study 1. As hypothesized, increases in collectivism 
and hierarchism towards the equator can be convincingly predicted by increases in 
agricultural subsistence and community size towards warmer latitudes. More refined 
sequential process analyses revealed that the observed latitudinal gradients of collectivism and 
hierarchism were due to effects of agricultural subsistence mediated by community size rather 
than effects of community size mediated by agricultural subsistence (Supplementary Results 
Study 4).  
In contemporary societies, climate stress, pathogen stress, and subsistence style were 
measured as: (a) the mean downward deviation from 22 C [cold stress] and the mean upward 
deviation from 22 C [heat stress]8,26; (b) the extent to which there is periodically too little 
then too much precipitation [rainfall stress]27; (c) the prevalence of human-to-human 
transmitted diseases (e.g., measles, cholera, leishmaniasis, and leprosy) [pathogen stress]9; 
and (d) the percentage of employment in the agrarian sector rather than the industrial or 
service sectors [agricultural subsistence]28,29 (data for 107 societies are available in 
Supplementary Tables Study 4). Wealth in the form of income per head29-31 was controlled for 
(reversed to represent poverty stress). 
Supplementary Results Study 4 show that pathogen stress and agricultural subsistence 
modify each other’s positive impact on intergroup differentiation around 1970 (B(48) = -.50, p 
= .004, R2 = .64, CI = -.83 to -.17; Figure 3) and intergroup discrimination around 2010 (B(100) 
= -.21, p < .001, R2 = .56, CI = -.32 to -.10; Figure 4) in a similar manner. Agricultural 
subsistence increases intergroup differentiation and discrimination where pathogen stress is 
low (at higher latitudes with lower group density), but not or less so where pathogen stress is 
high (at lower latitudes with greater group density). Further modeling finds that the pathogen-
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subsistence interactions largely mediate tropical effects of warm winters and irregular rainfall 
on intergroup differentiation and integration, and demonstrates that poverty stress can only to 
an unconvincing extent account for the interaction effect of pathogen stress and agricultural 
subsistence (Supplementary Results Study 4). Removing the 10 northernmost countries or the 
10 largest countries has a negligible effect, a straightforward group-density explanation17,32,33 
receives little support, and there is no evidence of reverse causality (Supplementary Results 
Study 4). 
A final analysis explored whether the explanatory power of the latitudinal theory of 
intergroup differentiation generalizes from groups in general to men and women in particular. 
Using the 157-nation Gender Inequality Index of the United Nations34 as a proxy for gender 
discrimination indeed replicated the patterns of results. Specifically, pathogen stress (B(149) = 
.24, p < .001, CI = .13 to .34), agricultural subsistence (B(149) = .09, p = .23, CI = -.05 to .23), 
their interaction (B(149) = -.11, p = .009, CI = -.19 to -.03), cold stress (B(149) = -.18, p < .001, 
CI = -.28 to -.09), heat stress (B(149) = .07, p = .09, CI = -.01 to .15), rainfall stress (B(149) = 
.21, p = .37, CI = -.25 to .68), and poverty stress (B(149) = .52, p < .001, CI = .38 to .66) 
accounted for 83% of the cross-national variation in gender discrimination (Extended Data 
Figure 1). 
Study 5. In order to integrate and extend the above pieces of knowledge, six of the 
generated regression equations were used to estimate typical levels of intergroup 
discrimination by inhabitants of 222 countries. The estimates were based on the two 
geographical equations for preindustrial differentiation, the two geographical equations for 
contemporary differentiation and discrimination, and the two ecological equations for 
contemporary differentiation and discrimination (for details, see Supplementary Results Study 
5). Next, the overlapping estimates allowed the computation of a single index for estimated 
intergroup discrimination (Eigenvalue λ = 4.53, R2 = .75; Cronbach’s α = .91). Finally, that 
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index was validated against the above-discussed measure of gender discrimination34 (B(155) = 
.38, p < .001, R2 = .56, CI = .33 to .43); and against neuroticism35 (B(98) = .15, p < .001, CI = 
.08 to .22) closed-mindedness36, (B(98) = .09, p = .014, CI = .02 to .16) and self-esteem
37-39 
(B(98) = .31, p < .001, CI = .24 to .38) as known positive covariates of discrimination (R
2 = 
.48; Supplementary Results Study 5). 
   
Discussion 
Freedom from discrimination—by race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, religion or 
nationality—is a universal human right and a central goal of human development8. This 
principle adds considerable value to the current discovery that differentiation between us and 
them varies along latitude. The finding that freedom from differentiation and discrimination is 
higher at higher latitudes has been supported time and again—crossing time period 
(preindustrial, around 1970, around 2010) with hemispheric location (north, south). The 
observed latitudinality of differentiation and discrimination seems to fit in with a general 
tendency of south-north variation in culture40,41. Indeed, earlier work may be interpreted as 
suggesting that linguistic diversity32 and aggression13,42 increase towards the equator; 
conversely, creativity and happiness appear to increase towards the north and south poles13. 
The inferential conclusion that preindustrial Northerners and Southerners in a given 
latitudinal hemisphere already differed in habitual mindsets and practices of intergroup 
differentiation has both strong and weak sides. It is a strength that the results of Study 1 rest 
on geographically representative sampling schemes aiming to produce mutually independent 
societal data sets18-21. A weakness, however, is that the preindustrial world was described by 
different ethnographic authorities, and that their descriptions were then interpreted by 
different coders for collectivism and hierarchism. To reduce this weakness, the geographical 
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validity of the south-north distribution of intergroup differentiation was established through 
the significance of mirrored south-north gradients in the opposite latitudinal hemispheres 
(convergent validity) and the non-significance of west-east gradients in the western and 
eastern hemispheres (discriminant validity). 
As another strength, the observed latitudinality of collectivism and hierarchism in 
preindustrial societies cannot have been influenced by industrialization, urbanization and 
modernization, nor by recent patterns of migration, tourism, trade, and communication. 
However, this explanatory strength comes with the weakness that the precise climatic and 
pathogenic stresses in the past are unknown so that their impacts on discriminatory mindsets 
and practices remain unstudied. To reduce this weakness, latitude-related ecological 
conditions—cold stress, heat stress, rainfall stress, pathogen stress, and agricultural 
subsistence—were used as unobtrusive predictors of latitudinal gradients of present-day 
differentiation and discrimination. Alternative ecological predictors are not readily 
conceivable. It is easier to imagine how the stronger transitions from agrarian lifestyles to 
service lifestyles at higher latitudes clarify why contemporary societies have more 
pronounced latitudinal clines of us versus them (Figure 2) than preindustrial societies once 
had (Figure 1). 
Throughout centuries, archetypal forms of differentiation between ingroups and 
outgroups increased from the north pole towards the equator and decreased from the equator 
towards the south pole. Hinting at scientific meaning and knowledge is the observable fact 
that, just like the dependent variables (habits of intergroup differentiation and discrimination), 
the predictors (habitats with warm winters, hot summers, irregular rainfall, and agricultural 
subsistence) also peak at the equator and taper off towards the poles. Indeed, explanatory 
value is suggested by south-north rather than west-east distributions of cold stress, heat stress, 
and rainfall stress27—with pathogen stress and agricultural subsistence in their wake9-12. In 
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multiple regards, south-north rather than west-east distributions of demands and burdens 
shape the survival and flourishing of all living species, especially humans, who are dependent 
on animals and plants. 
Importantly, the explanatory Study 4 indicates that one of the ecological stressors—cold 
winters—has a negative instead of positive relationship with the latitudinal gradients of 
contemporary differentiation and discrimination. This result reflects the complication that 
current levels of cold stress seem to reduce intergroup differentiation indirectly, through the 
reduction of heat stress (r(105) = -.60, p < .001), rainfall stress (r(105) = -.58, p < .001), and 
pathogen stress (r(105) = -.65, p < .001). Therefore, the negative impact of cold winters may in 
fact have to be primarily interpreted in terms of the absence of tropical climate stress. Figures 
3 and 4 further clarify that even this is an incomplete story. Cold climates also reduce the 
feasibility of agriculture (r(105) = -.42, p < .001), and thus the differentiation-enhancing effect 
of agriculture in cold-weather areas with low pathogen stress. 
The results of the five studies go beyond support for the pathogen-stress9,10 and rice-
wheat11,12 hypotheses by synthesizing both hypotheses into a latitudinal theory of intergroup 
differentiation. This synthesis exposes cross-fertilizing relations between the evolutionary 
developments of latitudinal gradients in animals such as microorganisms and parasites, in 
plants such as rice and wheat, and in humans discriminating between familiars and strangers 
(collectivism), higher-ups and lower-downs (hierarchism), and even men and women. As a 
case in point, the replicated result that pathogen stress and agricultural subsistence tend to 
modify each other’s positive impact on intergroup differentiation and discrimination may 
illustrate the coevolution of latitudinal gradients in animals, plants, and humans. Given their 
dependence on animals and plants, humans may be extra sensitive to the myriad of latitudinal 
gradients in other living species. 
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The coevolutionary nature of the theoretical synthesis may also point to explanations for 
some heretofore mysterious findings and classic speculations. Most notably, the 62 largest 
empires in history tended to expand less south-north than west-east43, in hindsight perhaps 
because different longitudes at the same latitude offered those civilizations familiar patterns 
of human livability. Such findings41 echo Jared Diamond’s40 famous conjecture that human 
diversity is structured along the south-north rather than the west-east axis of the Earth. 
Extending these early insights, the present studies have mapped and examined the systemic 
entwinement of specific cultural habits and clear-cut geographical locations and ecological 
conditions. The geographical and ecological inclinations of the 222 area-level baselines of 
intergroup discrimination in Supplementary Results Study 5 imply that numerous intergroup 
dynamics are shaped by south-north rather than west-east ecologies. 
The results emphasize the similarity rather than dissimilarity of two archetypes of culture. 
The distinctness of individualism/collectivism and power distance or hierarchism is widely 
taken for granted3,6 without realizing that both dimensions are allied manifestations of 
differentiation between ingroups and outgroups. By way of a striking exception, Triandis2,44 
proposed that the superimposition of power equality onto individualism produces horizontal 
individualism, whereas the superimposition of power inequality onto collectivism produces 
vertical collectivism—less tellingly also known as tight culture45. The preindustrial 
relationship between collectivism and hierarchism (r(88) = .44, p < .001) reconfirms that 
preindustrial societies already varied weakly from loose horizontal individualism (e.g, 
Yahgan, Aweikoma, Slave and Copper Eskimo) to tight vertical collectivism (e.g., Ganda, 
Azande, Fon, Hausa, Amhara and Aztec)45. 
Further empirical support for the latitudinal theory of intergroup differentiation would 
carry scholarly and policy implications. Theoretically, societal-level and individual-level 
functioning may be thought of as evolving in part from the extent of tropical climate stress 
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(warm winters, hot summers, and irregular rainfall). Strategically, given that latitude-related 
variations dwarf longitude-related variations in differentiation between us and them, 
promoting freedom from differentiation and discrimination requires a south-north rather than 
west-east agenda for international human development. 
 
Methods 
Preindustrial and contemporary societies served as units of observation, publicly available 
data as targets of reproducible analysis, and SPSS as the inferential statistics to test the 
hypotheses. All data are available for inspection (Supplementary Information) and analysis 
(https://hdl.handle.net/10411/YXI7WH), and the SPSS analysis scripts used are provided in 
Supplementary Methods sections. For reasons of comparability and comprehensibility, 
standardized estimates of intergroup differentiation and discrimination were regressed on 
standardized predictors. Reported are 95% confidence intervals (CI). 
Study 1. Representative sampling of 90 preindustrial societies was performed by 
Ross20,21, using world region, fixity of settlement, population size, and political role 
differentiation as criteria. The pinpointed dates ranged from 1520 to 1958 (M = 1904, SD = 
63 years). The geographic locations of these societies, reproduced in Supplementary Tables 
Study 1, were taken from the Standard Cross-Cultural Sample18,19. 
As detailed in Supplementary Methods Study 1, Ross20 created the composite measures 
of collectivism and hierarchism based on factor analysis of coded observations. He coded 
collectivism on four 3-point scales and three 4-point scales of differentiation between more 
and less familiar people (Cronbach’s α = .80). Likewise, Ross20 coded hierarchism on six 3-
point scales, four 4-point scales, one 5-point scale, and one 7-point scale of differentiation 
between higher-ups and lower-downs (Cronbach’s α = .92). As can be seen in Supplementary 
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Tables Study 1, the standard scores of collectivism ranged from -2.00 for Jivaro and Yurok to 
1.98 for Aztec and Santal (M = 271.30, SD = 135.05), and proxied a normal distribution 
(skewness = .10, SE = .25; kurtosis = -.89, SE = .50). Hierarchism, ranging from -1.65 for 
Aweikoma, Copper Eskimo, Mbuti, Slave and Yahgan to 1.70 for Ganda and 1.80 for 
Marshallese (M = 858.80, SD = 517.65), also had an approximately normal distribution 
(skewness = .01, SE = .25; kurtosis = -1.17, SE = .50). 
To test whether south-north differences dwarf west-east differences in intergroup 
differentiation, these societal-level scores for collectivism and hierarchism were separately 
regressed on latitude-linear, latitude-squared, longitude-linear, and longitude-squared (Table 
1A). Scatter plots of the standardized residuals show that the linearity and equal variance 
assumptions are met for both analyses. Theoretically viewed, the results support the 
biogeographic hypothesis under the assumption that the measures are valid. Methodologically 
viewed, the results support the convergent and discriminant validity of the measures of 
collectivism and hierarchism under the assumption that the biogeographic rationale holds true. 
As further signs of validity, the regression equation for preindustrial collectivism predicts 
intergroup differentiation around 1970 (Study 2: r(51) = .42, p = .002) and intergroup 
discrimination around 2010 (Study 3: r(102) = .51, p < .001); likewise, the regression equation 
for preindustrial hierarchism predicts intergroup differentiation around 1970 (Study 2: r(51) = 
.48, p < .001) and intergroup discrimination around 2010 (Study 3: r(102) = .50, p < .001). 
Study 2 is a re-analysis of Hofstede’s3,23 data gathered between 1967 and 1973 from 
more than 160,000 IBM employees working in a convenience sample of 53 countries. The 
geographic locations of these societies, retrieved from https://developers.google.com/public-
data/docs/canonical/countries_csv, are approximately representative of the locations of all 
independent countries along both bipolar latitude (ΔM = 2.85, t(52) = .73, p = .47, CI = -4.99 to 
10.69) and nonpolar longitude (ΔM = -9.56, t(52) = -.93, p = .36, CI = -30.10 to 10.99). 
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As argued in Supplementary Methods Study 2, Hofstede3,23 used factor analysis to 
unknowingly measure societal-level intergroup differentiation with six 5-point scales for 
individualism/collectivism, a 5-point scale for power distance, and two national percentages 
for leadership preferences. The underlying differentiation dimension I reconstructed by 
reintegrating the separated dimensions of individualism/collectivism and power distance 
(Eigenvalue λ = 1.68, R2 = .84). Supplementary Tables Study 2 reports midrange latitude, 
midrange longitude, and the standard scores of collectivism, hierarchism (power distance), 
and intergroup differentiation for each of Hofstede’s 53 societies around 1970. Intergroup 
differentiation varied from -1.64 for New Zealanders and Danes (low collectivism and 
hierarchism), to 1.65 for Panamanians and 1.75 for Guatemalans (high collectivism and 
hierarchism), and proxied a normal distribution (skewness = -.22, SE = .33; kurtosis = -1.22, 
SE = .64). The regression analysis from Study 1 was replicated. 
Study 3. Composition and size of the sample of countries for Study 3 were determined by 
the existence of large cross-national data sets that address components of the broad array of 
intergroup discrimination. Data on nepotism5, social exclusion24,25, and legal discrimination22 
without missing values were available for 104 countries representative of the west-east 
locations of all independent countries (ΔM = -4.49, t(103) = -.75, p = .45, CI = -16.36 to 7.37). 
There was, however, an overrepresentation of more northern countries (ΔM = 5.10, t(103) = 
1.92, p = .06, CI = -.17 to 10.36), a problem addressed below.  
Supplementary Methods Study 3 provides descriptions of the data sources, content 
domains, and methods used to compose the country scores for discrimination in 
Supplementary Tables Study 3. Nepotism5 by giving senior management positions to relatives 
rather than professionals was reliably and validly assessed (on 7-point scales) among samples 
of a country’s top executives by the World Economic Forum. Social exclusion of minorities is 
a recently compiled database of the Institute of Social Studies (www.IndSocDev.org)24,25 
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integrating objective and subjective indicators of ethnic, religious, and economic 
discrimination across countries. Legal discrimination22 measures whether the legislature 
restricts rights to sexual freedom and abortion, as well as criminals’ right to stay alive. These 
measures are not perfect—no measure is—but the combination of nepotism, social exclusion, 
and legal discrimination did produce a reliable index of normally distributed intergroup 
discrimination (Eigenvalue λ = 2.00, R2 = .67; Cronbach’s α = .75; skewness = -.27, SE = .24; 
kurtosis = -.87, SE = .47). 
The standard scores of intergroup discrimination around 2010 ranged from -2.04 for 
Swedes and -1.98 for Norwegians to 1.80 for Nigerians and 1.85 for Bangladeshis. Latitude-
linear, latitude-squared, longitude-linear, and longitude-squared served as predictors of 
discrimination (Table 1C). The prediction was repeated twice for 94 countries. First, 
removing Iceland, Finland, Russia, Norway, Sweden, Estonia, Latvia, Denmark, Canada, and 
the United Kingdom in order to remove the overrepresentation of more northern countries, 
altered the results in only trivial ways (Supplementary Results Study 3). Second, removing the 
10 largest countries with the most inaccurate estimates of latitude, longitude, and 
discrimination (Russia, Canada, China, the United States, Brazil, Australia, India, Argentina, 
Kazakhstan, and Algeria), also had a negligible impact (Supplementary Results Study 3). 
Study 4. Latitudinal gradients in variables possess convergent validity if their north-south 
slopes have opposite positive versus negative directions on the opposite sides of the equator13. 
Just as this holds for intergroup differentiation and discrimination, so it should also hold for 
the explanatory predictors of latitudinal clines of us versus them. Supplementary Results 
Study 4 therefore reports preliminary tests of whether 17 potential ecological and historical 
predictors of intergroup differentiation in preindustrial and contemporary societies do have 
oppositely sloping south-north gradients below and above the equator. Six of these 
independent variables had to be dropped as they do not demonstrate convergent validity 
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across hemispheres. The remaining 11 factors were used as valid predictors of intergroup 
differentiation and discrimination. 
The measurement of the degree of agricultural subsistence in preindustrial societies and 
of the preindustrial community size are described in Supplementary Methods Study 4. All 
other predictors pertain to contemporary societies. Climate stress was operationalized across 
each country’s major cities, weighted for population size. Average annual temperatures and 
rainfall are inaccurate indicators of local ecological stress, not only because larger seasonal 
variations have larger impacts on human functioning, but also because higher latitudes have 
(a) lower average temperatures, (b) larger seasonal variations in temperature, and (c) more 
steady rain. These shortcomings of climatic averages as predictors of culture were overcome 
by concentrating on temperature deviations from a thermal optimum8,26 and periodic 
alternations of drought and deluge27.  
Cold stress and heat stress were measured with the thermometer for livability26 that uses 
22 °C (~72 °F) as a central point of reference for optimal livability. The indices of cold stress 
and heat stress used here8 are based on a country’s mean deviation from 22 °C in centigrade 
for the average lowest and highest temperature in the coldest month and the average lowest 
and highest temperatures in the hottest month. Rainfall stress was proxied by a typical 
characteristic of tropical climate: too little precipitation in some seasons and too much 
precipitation in other seasons. This estimate, borrowed and retrieved from a previous study27, 
was computed as the reverse of the minimal monthly precipitation divided by the maximal 
monthly precipitation. Pathogen stress represented the country-level prevalence of human-to-
human transmitted diseases, based on data from Fincher and Thornhill9. For contemporary 
agricultural subsistence, I used the average percentage of employment in the agrarian sector 
from 1990 to 199528 and from 1995 to 200229 (Eigenvalue λ = 1.87, R2 = .91) 
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Study 4 used four control variables. Poverty stress was the log-transformed reversed 
income per capita computed by the World Bank in 197046 (to predict intergroup 
differentiation around 1970) and in 200030, 200229, and 200431 (to predict intergroup 
discrimination around 2010). Ethnic and linguistic group density within a country were 
approximated by Alesina et al.’s33 indices of ethnic and linguistic fractionalization. The order 
in which the ecological predictors of contemporary differentiation or discrimination and the 
control variables were added to the model was dictated by the central hypothesis: first 
pathogen stress, agricultural subsistence, and their interaction; then their climatic antecedents 
(cold stress, heat stress, rainfall stress); and ending with the control variables (poverty stress, 
ethnic group density, linguistic group density). 
A likely alternative explanation—not to be confused with the indirect effect of group 
density through pathogen stress—is that the greater group density towards the equator17,32 has 
directly sparked greater intergroup differentiation and discrimination. To explore this 
potential weakness, the explanatory analysis was repeated replacing poverty stress with ethnic 
group density33 and linguistic group density33. The Supplementary Results Study 4 indicate 
that the greater density of ethnic groups (B(94) = .27, p < .001, CI = .12 to .41) and linguistic 
groups (B(94) = -.05, p = .50, CI = -.18 to .09) increased the predicted variation in 
discrimination from 67% to 72% but did not affect the impact of pathogen stress (B(94) = .01, 
p = .86, CI = -.14 to .17), agricultural subsistence (B(94) = .30, p < .001, CI = .16 to .44), and 
their interaction (B(94) = -.17, p = .002, CI = -.28 to -.06). Thus, the straightforward group-
density explanation received little support. 
Study 5. The index of baselines of intergroup discrimination by inhabitants of 222 
countries was computed by averaging the six regression estimates (.38 < r < .95) reported in 
Supplementary Results Study 5 (Eigenvalue λ = 4.53, R2 = .75; Cronbach’s α = .91; M = -.39, 
SD = .50). The index was validated first against gender discrimination according to the United 
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Nations34; and then against neuroticism, closed-mindedness, and self-esteem retrieved from 
Gebauer et al.38 (Supplementary Results Study 5). As an extra indication of construct validity, 
and reflecting the classic knowledge that personality characteristics have more of an impact in 
weaker contexts39, neuroticism has a stronger link with estimated intergroup discrimination at 
lower levels of stressful ethnic group density (B(94) = -.08, p = .026, ΔR
2 = .06, CI = -.15 to -
.01; Supplementary Results Study 5). 
 
Data availability 
As indicated in the Methods section, all data are available for visual inspection 
(Supplementary Information) and empirical analysis. SPSS data files for preindustrial and 
contemporary societies can be downloaded from https://hdl.handle.net/10411/YXI7WH. The 
author is prepared to provide clarifications if needed. 
 
Code availability 
The SPSS analysis scripts used in Studies 1 to 5 are provided in Supplementary Methods 
sections. The author is prepared to provide clarifications if needed. 
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Table 1. The Geography of (A) Intergroup Differentiation in 90 Preindustrial Societies, (B) Intergroup Differentiation in 53 Societies 
Around 1970, and (C) Intergroup Discrimination in 104 Societies Around 2010  
         
Coordinates 
A. Preindustrial differentiation Contemporary differentiation and discrimination 
        
Collectivism Hierarchism B. Differentiation 1970 C. Discrimination 2010 
        
B p B p B p B P 
         
Latitude-linear -.06 
(-.27 to .14) 
.53 -.02 
(-.22 to .18) 
.84 -.54 
(-.73 to -.36) 
< .001 -.44 
(-.55 to -.34) 
< .001 
Latitude-squared -.16 
(-.32 to .00) 
.05 -.25 
(-.41 to -.09) 
.002 -.51 
(-.64 to -.38) 
< .001 -.41 
(-.50 to -.32) 
< .001 
Longitude-linear .18 
(-.02 to .38) 
.08 .18 
(-.02 to .38) 
.08 -.06 
(-.24 to .12) 
.48 .03 
(-.10 to .16) 
.62 
Longitude-squared -.16 
(-.39 to .07) 
.17 -.08 
(-.30 to .15) 
.49 -.07 
(-.27 to .12) 
.46 -.19a 
(-.31 to -.06) 
.005a 
         
R2 .15 < .001 .19 < .001 .63 < .001 .57 < .001 
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Shown are unstandardized regression coefficients with 95% confidence intervals between brackets (two-tailed tests). There is no multi-
collinearity (Variance inflation factors < 1.43), and there are no outliers (Cook’s distances < .22). 
a This is a confounded effect: in and of themselves, longitude-linear (B(101) = -.03, p = .75, CI = -.23 to .17), and longitude-squared (B(101) = .03, 
p = .71, CI = -.15 to .21) did not reach significance (R2 = .00, p = .90). 
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Figure 1. Scatter plots and regression fit lines for the geography of intergroup 
differentiation in 90 preindustrial societies (Table 1A). Shown at the left are the significant 
curvilinear distributions of collectivism and hierarchism along latitude while controlling for 
latitude-linear, longitude-linear and longitude-squared (B(85) = -.16, p = .05, R
2 = .15, ΔR2 
latitude-squared = .12, CI = -.32 to .00 for collectivism; B(85) = -.25, p = .002, R
2 = .19, ΔR2 
latitude-squared = .16, CI = -.41 to -.09 for hierarchism). Shown at the right are the 
insignificant linear distributions of collectivism and hierarchism along longitude after 
controlling for latitude-linear, latitude-squared and longitude-squared (B(85) = .18, p = .08, ΔR
2 
longitude-linear = .03, CI = -.02 to .38 for both collectivism and hierarchism). The broken lines 
represent the 95% confidence interval limits. 
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Figure 2. Scatter plots and regression fit lines for the contemporary geography of 
intergroup differentiation (Table 1B) and intergroup discrimination (Table 1C). Shown at 
the left are the significant curvilinear distributions of differentiation and discrimination along 
latitude while controlling for latitude-linear, longitude-linear and longitude-squared (B(48) = -
.51, p < .001, R2 = .63, ΔR2 latitude-squared = .48, CI = -.64 to -.38 for 53 societies around 
1970; B(99) = -.41, p < .001, R
2 = .57, ΔR2 latitude-squared = .37 CI = -.50 to -.32 for 104 
societies around 2010). Shown at the right are the insignificant linear distributions of 
differentiation and discrimination along longitude after controlling for latitude-linear, latitude-
squared and longitude-squared (B(48) = -.06, p = .48, ΔR
2 longitude-linear = .00, CI = -.24 to .12 
for 53 societies around 1970; B(99) = .03, p = .62, ΔR
2 longitude-linear = .00, CI = -.10 to .16 
for 104 societies around 2010). The broken lines represent the 95% confidence interval limits. 
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Figure 3. Joint effects of pathogen stress and agricultural subsistence on intergroup 
differentiation in 52 contemporary societies around 1970 (R2 = .64). Horizontally viewed, 
the upper slope tells that irrespective of pathogen stress (B(48) = -.09, p = .72, CI = -.63 to .43) 
much agriculture is associated with high differentiation, whereas the lower slope tells that 
higher pathogen stress (B(48) = .90, p < .001, CI = .61 to 1.18) increases differentiation if there 
is little agriculture. Vertically viewed, the left gap between slopes tells that more agriculture 
(B(48) = .98, p < .001, CI = .40 to 1.55) increases differentiation if pathogen stress is low, 
whereas the negligible right gap between slopes tells that irrespective of agriculture (B(48) = -
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Figure 4. Joint effects of pathogen stress and agricultural subsistence on intergroup 
discrimination in 104 contemporary societies around 2010 (R2 = .56). Horizontally viewed, 
the upper slope tells that irrespective of pathogen stress (B(100) = .12, p = .28, CI = -.10 to .34) 
much agriculture is associated with high discrimination, whereas the lower slope tells that 
higher pathogen stress (B(100) = .64, p < .001, CI = .42 to .86) increases discrimination if there 
is little agriculture. Vertically viewed, the left gap between slopes tells that more agriculture 
(B(100) = .79, p < .001, CI = .52 to 1.05) increases discrimination if pathogen stress is low, 
whereas the right gap between slopes tells that more agriculture (B100 = .27, p = .006, CI = .08 
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Extended Data Figure 1. Joint effects of pathogen stress and agricultural subsistence on 
gender discrimination in 157 contemporary societies (R2 = .72). Horizontally viewed, both 
slopes tell that higher pathogen stress increases gender discrimination, albeit less so in areas 
with much agriculture (B(153) = .29, p < .001, CI = .16 to .42 for the upper slope) than in areas 
with little agriculture (B(153) = .65, p < .001, CI = .49 to .82 for the lower slope). Vertically 
viewed, both gaps between slopes tell that more agriculture increases gender discrimination, 
albeit less so in areas with high pathogen stress (B(153) = .36, p < .001, CI = .22 to .49 for the 
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Supplementary Methods Study 1 
 Factors of collectivism and hierarchism 
 SPSS syntaxes used in the analyses 
 
Factors of collectivism and hierarchism 
 
In a classic study of political decision making and conflict management in preindustrial societies, 
Ross20 published 42 variables coded from ethnographic reports on 90 randomly chosen societies 
from the 186 societies in the Standard Cross-Cultural Sample18,19. His subsequent factor analysis 
of the coded variables produced five underlying dimensions with eigenvalues above 1. Two of 
these dimensions are interpreted here as referring to differentiation between us and them or, more 
precisely, behavioral intergroup differentiation because an ethnographic observer can only make 
inferences about other people’s cognitions and emotions from their behavioral expressions. 
Below, these two factors are labeled and interpreted as collectivism and hierarchism, 
respectively, followed by overviews of coded components and coding scales. The societal-level 
scores for collectivism (Cronbach’s α = .80) and hierarchism (α = .92) are reported in 
Supplementary Tables Study 1 (Table 1.1). 
 
Collectivism 
The core theme of collectivism is the idea that groups rather than individuals are the basic units 
of societal functioning2,3. For each individual at a given point in time, each group has a sharper 
or vaguer idea of we-ness versus they-ness. A society is more collectivist to the extent that the 
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distinction between we-ness (positive social interdependence) and they-ness (neutral to negative 
social interdependence) is more salient and important than individual I-ness. In other words, a 
more collectivist society adopts and maintains more intergroup differentiation by construing and 
constructing sharper boundaries as well as larger psychosocial distances between us and them2,3, 
thereby creating crucial preconditions for preferring and favoring ingroups over outgroups. The 
theme of collectivism, of we-ness versus they-ness at the expense of I-ness, is also central to one 
of Ross’s23 factors, which he labelled “cross-cutting ties”. 
Ross’s collectivism consists of seven components concerned with familiar ingroups versus 
unfamiliar outgroups. The first two coding items weighed the we-ness of sharper group 
boundaries against the I-ness of vaguer group boundaries by estimating the extent to which 
ingroup control is exercised over members’ decisions (code 1) and conflict management (code 
2), while implicitly excluding outgroup control. The codes 3 and 4 zoomed further in on we-ness 
by assessing members’ level of ingroup loyalty directed towards the immediate and the 
somewhat extended social environments, again implicitly excluding more distant social 
environments. Last but not least, three measures meticulously focused on the fact that we-ness 
and they-ness are multi-layered and multi-faceted, and that individuals even face behavioral 
dilemmas within their set of ingroups. Representing the interests of a closer ingroup in a more 
distant ingroup was measured by looking at the absence or presence of cross-cutting ties in the 
political domain. Cross-cutting ties were documented for territorial groups (code 5), kinship 
groups (code 6), and ritual groups (code 7). 
 
Code 1: Ingroup control over decisions (factor loading -.58; reverse coding) 
1 = The community makes collective decisions (formally or informally) which impinge on many 
aspects of people’s lives 
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2 = The community makes collective decisions which impinge on a moderate number of areas of 
people’s lives 
3 = The community makes collective decisions which impinge on relatively few aspects of 
people’s lives 
4 = There seem to be minimal collective decisions made which impinge on people’s lives 
 
Code 2: Ingroup control over conflict management (factor loading .42) 
1 = When conflicts develop in the local community the original contending parties are 
encouraged to find a solution on their own 
2 = When conflicts develop in the local community new parties are easily drawn in and there are 
pressures for resolving disputes using informal mechanisms 
3 = When conflicts develop in the local community the authorities often get involved and work 
to achieve a settlement 
 
Code 3: Loyalty to the local community (factor loading -.56; reverse coding) 
Ingroup loyalty, or we-feeling, directed towards the local community seems to be best 
characterized as: 
1 = Especially high 
2 = High 
3 = Moderate 
4 = Low 
 
Code 4: Loyalty to the wider society (factor loading -.62; reverse coding) 
Ingroup loyalty, or we-feeling, directed towards the wider society (in some cases 
indistinguishable from the local community) seems to be best characterized as: 
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1 = Especially high—uniformly high across groups 
2 = High for the most part across groups in the society 
3 = Moderate—some noticeable variation across groups in the society  
4 = Low—not terribly salient or only rarely important as a concern 
 
Code 5: Cross-cutting territorial ties (factor loading .64) 
To what extent are individuals living in different communities of the same society linked 
together in politically relevant ways? 
1 = Individuals do not have politically relevant links which extend beyond the local 
community—no formal organizations or strong informal obligations 
2 = Individuals have some politically relevant ties which extend beyond the local community; 
however, the wider society is still divided into some discrete groups not linked with cross-
cutting ties 
3 = Cross-cutting ties link individuals throughout the society cutting across territorial groups in 
one or more ways 
 
Code 6: Cross-cutting kinship ties (factor loading .53) 
Lineages, clan, other kinship groups or strong informal ties linking individuals across 
communities are: 
1 = Absent 
2 = Present but not politically important 
3 = Present and politically important 
 
Code 7: Cross-cutting ritual ties (factor loading .50) 
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Religious groups, cults or other ritual groups or organizations which link individuals across 
communities are: 
1 = Absent 
2 = Present but not politically important 
3 = Present and politically important 
 
Hierarchism 
The central theme of hierarchism is the culturally practiced belief that groups have superordinate 
and subordinate members1-3. Societies use status symbols to demarcate boundaries between 
superordinate and subordinate roles, power differences to create psychosocial distances between 
the higher-ups and lower-downs, and prerogative mechanisms of differential role enforcement. 
Hierarchism increases to the extent that the differentiation between higher-ups and lower-downs 
is supported by sharper vertical boundaries, larger power distances, and more pronounced 
mechanisms to keep individual superordinates and subordinates within their assigned duties and 
obligations.  
Ross20 found that his factor analysis clustered twelve coded variables into a meaningful 
underlying dimension, originally labelled “political power”, and interpreted here as representing 
hierarchism. My reading of the resulting factor is that two components primarily measured the 
sharpness of the boundaries between leaders and followers (codes 8 and 9), supplemented with a 
component that connects boundaries and distances (code 10). The codes 11 to 14 gauged the 
leaders’ power distance in terms of perceptions (code 11), autocratic management (code 12), 
checks on power (code 13), and means for removing leaders (code 14). One variable bridged the 
gap from power distance to power enforcement by estimating leaders’ exercise of authority (code 
15). Finally, there were assessments of four mechanisms for enforcing compliance with 
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differential role prescriptions and decisions: formal sanctioning power (code 16), enforcement 
specialists (code 17), litigation (code 18), and taxation (code 19).   
 
Code 8: Leadership selection (factor loading .51; reverse coding) 
1 = Leaders are chosen on the basis of kinship and the particular choices are highly constrained 
2 = Leaders are selected broadly from within an already specified kin group 
3 = Selection of leaders is non-hereditary and based on the personal characteristics of the 
individuals involved 
4 = Leadership is essentially informal and shifts across situations 
 
Code 9: Individuality of leadership (factor loading .78; reverse coding) 
1 = Most decisions seem to be made by individual(s), perhaps with the advice from a few 
advisors 
2 = Most decisions seem to be made by individual(s) working with an elite council 
3 = Most decisions seem to be made by individual(s) working with a broad-based council 
4 = Most decisions seem to be made by a broad-based community council 
5 = While few explicit decisions are made, those which are seem to be made by the community 
at large, sometimes meeting together 
 
Code 10: Full-time top-down leadership (factor loading .81; reverse coding) 
1 = Full-time political specialists exist in the society and they are highly differentiated from 
others by wealth, special title or life style 
2 = Full-time political specialists exist in the society and they are moderately differentiated from 
others by wealth and life style and/or special titles 
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3 = Full-time political specialists exist in the society who are somewhat wealthier than others but 
seem to share much of the same style of life as others of the same age and gender 
4 = Full-time political specialists exist in the society but they generally live like others in the 
society, although they may be older or have somewhat more prestige 
5 = Few if any full-time political specialists exist in the society but leadership roles are present 
and those who fill them seem to be somewhat wealthier than others 
6 = Full-time political specialists exist in the society but leadership roles are present and those 
who hold them live like others in the society, although they may be older or have somewhat 
more prestige 
7 = No full-time political specialists and no permanent leadership roles are present in the society 
 
Code 11: Perceptions of leaders’ power (factor loading .69; reverse coding) 
1 = Political leaders are seen as very powerful by the society 
2 = Political leaders are seen as somewhat powerful—there is often variation across individuals 
or situations 
3 = Political leaders are viewed as limited in their power 
 
Code 12: Autocratic management (factor loading -.68) 
1 = Decision-making forums (formal or informal) are open to all adults and involvement seems 
relatively great 
2 = Widespread political involvement may be present for certain persons or groups, but there is 
exclusion of others on the basis of gender, age or kinship status 
3 = Some consultation is present and there is some input from the community but on average it is 
not high 
4 = Leaders make most decisions and involvement of the average person is highly limited or 
absent 
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Code 13: Checks on leaders’ power (factor loading .82; reverse coding) 
1 = There are few checks on political power in the society or those which exist do not seem to be 
involved very often 
2 = There are checks on leaders’ power which seem to make them sensitive to popular pressures 
3 = Political leaders in the society are careful to act only after securing substantial support for 
particular actions 
4 = There are no leaders who act independently in the society lest they lose their backing in the 
community 
 
Code 14: Removal of leaders (factor loading .61; reverse coding) 
1 = There appears to be virtually no way in which incompetent or disliked leaders can be 
removed except for rebellion or popular uprisings 
2 = There are institutionalized means for removing leaders which are invoked from time to time, 
possibly by other elites in the community 
3 = Leaders are not necessarily removed from office in a formal manner but they may be ignored 
and come to lose their influence in the community 
4 = Leadership is not formalized so individuals lose power when support disappears or 
diminishes 
 
Code 15: Leaders’ exercise of authority (factor loading .90; reverse coding) 
1 = Leaders frequently act independently and make authoritative decisions which are then 
presented to the community 
2 = Leaders seem to make relatively few decisions on their own without consultation with 
members of the community 
3 = Leaders or influential individuals use persuasion to help organize and structure group action 
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Code 16: Formal sanctioning power (factor loading .67; reverse coding) 
1 = There is great sanctioning power available to enforce decisions 
2 = There is some sanctioning power available to enforce decisions 
3 = There is little or no sanctioning power available to enforce decisions 
 
Code 17: Enforcement specialists (factor loading .63; reverse coding) 
1 = Specialists concerned with enforcement (e.g., police, tax collectors) exist in the society 
2 = There are no specialists concerned with enforcement but this is done by leaders who do other 
things as well 
3 = Enforcement powers are limited and are carried out by the social pressure of the wider 
community, if at all 
 
Code 18: Litigation (factor loading .62; reverse coding) 
Litigation refers to third parties offering binding decisions in disputes which may occur in 
societies with or without formal court systems 
1 = Members of the society are often involved in litigation 
2 = Members of the society are sometimes involved in litigation 
3 = Members of the society are rarely or never involved in litigation 
 
Code 19: Taxation (factor loading .73; reverse coding) 
1 = Individuals in the society pay regular taxes to the community (e.g., agricultural produce, 
labor, finished goods) and the level of payment is more than negligible 
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2 = Individuals in the society pay some sort of taxes, but the level seems modest or individuals 
pay taxes only in special situations 
3 = Individuals in the society pay no taxes 
 
SPSS syntaxes used in the analyses 
 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS CI(95) R ANOVA COLLIN TOL CHANGE 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT Zcollectivism 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zlatitude Zlatitudesq Zlongitude Zlongitudesq 
  /CASEWISE PLOT(ZRESID) OUTLIERS(3) 
  /SAVE COOK. 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS CI(95) R ANOVA COLLIN TOL CHANGE 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT Zhierarchism 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zlatitude Zlatitudesq Zlongitude Zlongitudesq 
  /CASEWISE PLOT(ZRESID) OUTLIERS(3) 
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  /SAVE COOK. 
 
Supplementary Tables Study 1 
 Table 1.1. Source Data Study 1 Covering 90 Preindustrial Societies 
 Table 1.2. Intercorrelations among variables 
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Table 1.1. Source Data Study 1 Covering 90 Preindustrial Societies 
       
Geographic locations 




between us and them 







       -55.00 -68.30 1 1 Yahgan 135 3 
-38.30 -72.35 4 2 Mapuche 168 490 
-38.00 -50.00 1 1 Aweikoma 95 3 
-35.20 174.10 4 3 Maori 470 1084 
-28.00 -59.30 2 4 Abipon 110 227 
-19.50 20.35 1 1 !Kung 220 65 
-18.00 178.35 3 6 Fijians 345 1357 
-16.10 23.30 4 5 Lozi 277 1627 
-16.00 -70.00 4 5 Aymara 120 1407 
-13.54 171.59 3 4 Samoans 302 1223 
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-13.30 -51.30 1 4 Shavante 320 427 
-13.00 -58.45 1 2 Nambicuara 302 748 
-12.30 168.30 3 5 Tikopia 465 1497 
-9.35 34.10 4 3 Nyakyusa 343 1205 
-8.38 151.40 4 3 Trobriand 274 1260 
-8.30 105.20 4 5 Balinese 472 963 
-8.30 148.00 4 2 Orokaiva 149 227 
-6.30 -45.30 3 4 Timbira 375 442 
-6.00 18.00 4 2 Suku 303 958 
-4.00 36.00 4 3 Kapauku 341 1195 
-3.30 36.15 4 4 Masai 356 388 
-3.00 -78.00 4 2 Jivaro 1 481 
-2.10 147.00  4 Manus 99 688 
-2.00 121.00 4 3 Toradja 500 737 
-0.40 37.10 4 3 Kikuyu 307 691 
-0.20 32.30 4 3 Ganda 393 1743 
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0.58 -78.58 1 5 Cayapa 89 1175 
1.45 28.20 1 2 Mbuti 402 3 
2.00 113.00 4 2 Iban 228 412 
2.35 102.15 4 6 Negri 198 1079 
5.00 101.15 1 1 Semang 115 198 
5.05 28.15 4 3 Azande 430 1639 
6.00 165.30 3 3 Marshallese 198 1793 
6.30 56.30 3 3 Mundurucu 470 488 
7.12 1.56 4 7 Fon 507 1624 
7.15 9.00 4 5 Tiv 363 577 
7.25 -59.50 4  Carib 27 244 
7.50 -12.00 4 3 Mende 427 1238 
9.00 47.15 4 5 Somali 435 410 
9.10 -61.35 1 2 Warrau 157 1224 
9.15 78.30 3 5 Cuna 375 852 
9.30 138.10 3 3 Yapese 220 1253 
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9.45 31.30 4 5 Shilluk 165 1544 
10.30 7.30 4 6 Hausa 468 1702 
10.38 -0.40 4 5 Tallensi 427 1062 
11.20 30.40 4 5 Otoro 273 817 
11.23 131.00 1 3 Tiwi 118 365 
11.53 93.05 1 1 Andamanese 115 193 
11.55 -71.45 4 2 Goajiro 192 845 
12.30 37.15 4 4 Amhara 437 1638 
12.45 -7.00 4 5 Bambara 437 1482 
15.00 -83.00 4 4 Miskito 292 618 
16.50 121.10 4 5 Ifigao 119 338 
19.00 -99.10 4 8 Aztec 539 1667 
19.38 80.55 4 2 Gond 336 1019 
20.00 100.40 4 3 Lamet 170 1101 
20.30 17.30 4 2 Teda 190 654 
20.30 106.15 4 5 Vietnamese 308 1366 
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22.20 93.00 4 4 Lakher 368 1566 
23.30 87.10 4 3 Santal 539 1166 
24.45 33.00 4 6 Egyptians 203 1344 
27.30 89.00 4 3 Lepcha 138 1079 
29.00 53.30 4 3 Basseri 244 706 
32.00 109.30 1 2 Chiricahua 453 384 
32.00 -112.00 3 4 Papago 336 422 
33.15 38.30 4 2 Rwala 211 1506 
34.55 -3.15 4 5 Riffians 291 764 
35.10 -119.20 1 4 Yokuts 337 1450 
35.50 -113.10 3 3 Havasupi 158 284 
36.25 74.35 4 3 Burusho 264 1642 
36.30 44.30 4 6 Kurd 199 1298 
37.37 126.25 4 3 Koreans 293 1394 
38.00 -100.30 2 4 Comanche 227 544 
41.30 -124.00 1 1 Yurok 1 276 
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41.40 20.05 4 3 Albanians 325 1114 
42.00 -100.00 3 4 Pawnee 155 560 
42.30 74.30 4 5 Kazak 334 1382 
42.38 -122.40 1 1 Klamath 102 621 
43.05 143.00 1 1 Ainu 377 1092 
44.30 -79.00 3 6 Huron 513 990 
48.00 108.00 2 3 Gros Ventre 378 768 
52.00 -95.30 1 3 Saulteaux 210 111 
52.20 -126.30 1 2 Belacoola 213 546 
52.55 -9.10 4 5 Irish 114 506 
54.00 142.30 1 2 Gilyak 213 93 
60.30 145.00 1 1 Eyak 292 977 
62.00 -122.00 1 2 Slave 81 3 
62.30 150.30 1 2 Ingalik 193 65 
68.00 -112.30 1 1 Copper Eskimo 102 3 
68.43 21.28 4 1 Lapps 84 880 
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Table 1.2. Intercorrelations Among Variables Across 90 Preindustrial Societies (p values 
between brackets; two-tailed tests) 
      
  Variable 1 2 3 4 5 
      
1. Latitude-linear 
 
     
  2. Latitude-squared -.01 
(.95) 
    




   
  4. Longitude-squared  .16 
(.12) 





  5. Collectivism -.11 
(.31) 
  -.29 
(.006) 





  6. Hierarchism -.05 
(.63) 
  -.39 
(< .001) 
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Supplementary Methods Study 2 
 Factor of intergroup differentiation 
 SPSS syntax used in the analysis 
 
Factor of intergroup differentiation 
 
Between 1967 and 1973, IBM used an international value survey program to gather data from 
more than 160,000 of its employees in 72 countries. Hofstede3,23 next ran a cross-national factor 
analysis on 32 aggregated self-response questions that showed acceptable stability over time. 
The most important first factor (R2 = .24) initially made a mysterious and cryptic impression. It 
consisted of six items about values in life (5-point importance scales), a 5-point scale for 
experienced power distance, and two national percentages for leadership preferences. The 
essence of that factor is reproduced and reinterpreted below, resulting in a multi-country estimate 
of cognitive intergroup differentiation around 1970. 
 
Original factor loadings of items a through i 
 .82   Importance of personal time (a) 
 .74   Preference for consultative leadership (b) 
 .59   Importance of freedom (c) 
 .41   Importance of personal challenges (d) 
-.58   Importance of the use of skills (e) 
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-.61   Importance of training (f) 
-.62   Importance of physical conditions (g) 
-.75   Employees afraid to disagree (h) 
-.76   Preference for autocratic and directive leadership (i) 
 
Old and new interpretations 
To make sense of this ambiguous societal-level factor, Hofstede selected two subsets of items 
that are conceptually different, provide more nuanced measures of cross-cultural differences, and 
are oppositely associated with national wealth. The first subset (a, c, d, e, f, g) was chosen to 
represent the cultural distinction between individualism and collectivism. According to Hofstede, 
the individualist items (a, c, d) reflect a more cosmopolitan mentality and stress the actor’s 
independence from context, whereas the collectivist items (e, f, g) reflect a more local mentality 
and stress the actor’s dependence on context. The second subset of items (b, h, i) was used to 
construct a power distance index (with an algorithm that basically added h and i and subtracted 
b). Since the first edition of Hofstede’s23 book “Cultural Consequences” appeared in 1980, the 
cultural value dimensions of individualism/collectivism and power distance have gained great 
popularity among scientists of all persuasions. 
Hofstede’s23 decision to treat the same value dimension as if it represents two different 
dimensions did not convince all of his colleagues in the field of cross-cultural science. Triandis2 
proposed that the superimposition of power equality onto individualism produces horizontal 
individualism, whereas the superimposition of power inequality onto collectivism produces 
vertical collectivism. His proposal solved Hofstede’s interpretation problem by recognizing that 
the underlying factor loadings represent a single dimension emphasizing the extent of existence 
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of horizontal and vertical boundaries, distances, and differences between groups. At the extreme 
of horizontal individualism, people tend to be horizontally and vertically independent from 
others; at the opposite extreme of vertical collectivism, people tend to be horizontally and 
vertically dependent on others. 
   Building on Triandis’s2 insight, I argued that on one end of Hofstede’s23 underlying 
dimension, I-ness and independence from others (a, c, d) are compatible with consultative 
leadership (b) rather than dependence on the social context of ingroups and leaders. Boundaries 
between groups tend to be vague and psychosocial distances small. On the other end of the same 
underlying dimension, social differentiation between higher-ups and lower-downs (h, i) is 
compatible with the control by others of one’s own circumstances and opportunities (e, f, g). 
Comparatively, boundaries between groups tend to be sharper and psychosocial distances larger. 
Viewed like this, individualism and small power distances are two of a kind (little differentiation 
between us and them), and so are collectivism and large power distances (much differentiation 
between us and them). Implicitly in line with this alternative viewpoint, Hofstede23 reported in 
2001 that individualism increases (r(48) = .79, p < .001) whereas power distance decreases (r(48) = 
-.68, p < .001) at higher latitudes—without distinguishing between the northern and southern 
hemisphere. 
Study 2 is based on a reintegration of Hofstede’s dimensions of individualism/collectivism 
and power distance into a single dimension of cognitive intergroup differentiation (Eigenvalue λ 
= 1.68, R2 = .84). Table 2.1 in Supplementary Tables Study 2 lists the country-level societies 
involved, their standard scores for collectivism, hierarchism (power distance) and intergroup 
differentiation, as well as their midrange latitude and midrange longitude. There are 64 societies 
involved. However, as usual in research based on Hofstede’s measures, data inflation is avoided 
by restricting the 64 societies to 53. Egyptians represent seven Arabic-speaking societies in the 
Middle East (Egyptians, Emiris, Iraqis, Kuwaitis, Lebanese, Libyans, and Saudis), Zambians 
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represent four societies in East Africa (Ethiopians, Kenyans, Tanzanians, and Zambians), and 
Nigerians represent three societies in West Africa (Ghanaians, Nigerians, and Sierra Leoneans). 
 
SPSS syntax used in the analysis 
  
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS CI(95) R ANOVA COLLIN TOL CHANGE 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT Zdiscrimination1970 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zlatitude Zlatitudesq Zlongitude Zlongitudesq 
  /CASEWISE PLOT(ZRESID) OUTLIERS(3) 
  /SAVE COOK. 
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Supplementary Tables Study 2 
 
Table 2.1. Source Data Study 2 Covering 53 Contemporary Societies Around 1970 
      
Geographic locations in latitudinal order Cultural dimensions 
      







      
-40.90 174.89 New Zealanders -1.41 -1.60 -1.64 
-38.42 -63.62 Argentines -.12 -.36 -.26 
-35.68 -71.54 Chileans .79 .29 .59 
-32.52 -55.77 Uruguayans .28 .20 .26 
-30.56 22.94 South Africans -.86 -.36 -.66 
-25.27 133.78 Australians -1.85 -.95 -1.53 
-14.24 -51.93 Brazilians .20 .56 .42 
-13.13 27.85 Zambians .63 .33 .53 
-9.19 -75.02 Peruvians 1.06 .33 .76 
-1.83 -78.18 Ecuadorians 1.38 .98 1.29 
-.79 113.92 Indonesians 1.14 .98 1.16 
1.35 103.82 Singaporeans .91 .79 .93 
4.21 101.98 Malaysians .67 2.17 1.55 
4.57 -74.30 Colombians 1.18 .47 .90 
6.42 -66.59 Venezuelans 1.22 1.12 1.27 
8.54 -80.78 Panamanians 1.26 1.76 1.65 
9.08 8.68 Nigerians .91 .93 1.00 
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9.75 -83.75 Costa Ricans 1.10 -1.00 .06 
12.88 121.77 Filipinos .43 1.71 1.17 
13.79 -88.90 Salvadorans .95 .43 .75 
15.78 -90.23 Guatemalans 1.46 1.76 1.75 
15.87 100.99 Thai .91 .33 .68 
18.11 -77.30 Jamaicans .16 -.54 -.21 
20.59 78.96 Indians -.19 .93 .40 
22.40 114.11 Hong Kongers .71 .52 .67 
23.63 -102.55 Mexicans .51 1.12 .89 
23.70 120.96 Taiwanese 1.03 .06 .59 
26.82 30.80 Egyptians .20 1.07 .69 
30.38 69.35 Pakistanis 1.14 -.08 .58 
31.05 34.85 Israelis -.43 -2.01 -1.33 
32.43 53.69 Iranians .08 .06 .08 
35.91 127.77 South Koreans .99 .15 .62 
36.20 138.25 Japanese -.12 -.13 -.13 
37.09 -95.71 Americans -1.89 -.77 -1.45 
38.96 35.24 Turks .24 .43 .36 
39.07 21.82 Greeks .32 .15 .25 
39.40 -8.22 Portugese .63 .29 .50 
40.46 -3.75 Spaniards -.31 .01 -.16 
41.87 12.57 Italians -1.30 -.31 -.88 
46.15 15.00 Slovenes .63 .66 .70 
46.23 2.21 French -1.10 .52 -.32 
46.82 8.23 Swiss -.98 -1.05 -1.11 
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47.52 14.55 Austrians -.47 -2.10 -1.40 
50.50 4.47 Belgians -1.26 .38 -.48 
51.17 10.45 Germans -.94 -1.00 -1.06 
52.13 5.29 Dutch -1.45 -.86 -1.26 
53.41 -8.24 Irish -1.06 -1.32 -1.30 
55.38 -3.44 Britons -1.81 -1.00 -1.53 
56.13 -106.35 Canadians -1.45 -.82 -1.24 
56.26 9.50 Danes -1.22 -1.78 -1.64 
60.13 18.64 Swedes -1.10 -1.18 -1.24 
60.47 8.47 Norwegians -1.02 -1.18 -1.20 
61.92 25.75 Finns -.78 -1.09 -1.02 
      a Midrange latitude and midrange longitude are retrieved from https://developers.google.-
com/public-data/docs/canonical/countries_csv. 
b Collectivism (reversed individualism) and hierarchism (power distance) are standardized 
indices retrieved from Hofstede, G. Culture’s Consequences: Comparing Values, Behaviors, 
Institutions, and Organizations Across Cultures (Sage, 2001). 
c Differentiation is the standardized outcome of the dimension reduction of Hofstede’s indices of 
individualism and power distance. 
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Supplementary Methods Study 3 
 Factor of intergroup discrimination: nepotism 
 Factor of intergroup discrimination: social exclusion 
 Factor of intergroup discrimination: legal discrimination 
 SPSS syntaxes used in the analyses 
 
Factor of intergroup discrimination: nepotism 
 
Nepotism is defined here as favoritism shown to relatives by giving them senior management 
positions because of their relationship rather than on their merits. The corresponding index, 
based on World Economic Forum data from 2005 and reproduced in Supplementary Tables 
Study 3 (Table 3.1), is retrieved from Van de Vliert5. Within each society, the World Economic 
Forum used a master list of organizations grouped by economic sector (agriculture, industry, 
services), type (domestic private, foreign private, government), and size to draw a nationally 
representative sample, and then pursued one survey per firm or institution. On average, 94 top 
executives per country responded to the item, “Senior management positions in your country are 
usually held by professional managers chosen based on superior qualification (1) … (7) 
relatives.” 
Note that the judgments are participative observations, convey societal rather than personal 
information, and refer to behavioral practices of creating discriminatory boundaries, distances, 
and differences between relatives and professionals. Indeed, this particular manifestation of 
nepotism is an elegant amalgam of collectivism and hierarchism as archetypal forms of 
intergroup discrimination. Because the 7-point ratings reflected a shared reality within each 
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society (intraclass correlation [ICC1] = .33), the individual-level estimates were averaged into 
societal-level indices of nepotism. These baseline estimates, ranging from 1.6 among Americans 
to 5.7 among Chadians (M = 3.47; SD = .93), were extremely stable (for 101 countries with 
measures in 2004, 2005, and 2006, Cronbach’s α = .98). 
 
Factor of intergroup discrimination: social exclusion 
 
Nepotism, alternatively put, is the inclusion of relatives while excluding better qualified 
professionals. In a similar but broader vein, social exclusion of minorities “measures levels of 
discrimination against vulnerable groups such as indigenous peoples, migrants, refugees, or 
lower caste groups. This measure focuses upon whether there is systemic bias among managers, 
administrators, and members of the community in the allocation of jobs, benefits, and other 
social and economic resources regarding particular social groups” (Institute of Social Studies, 
Indices of Social Development database). The reversed social inclusion index (0 = full inclusion 
of all groups; 1 = full exclusion of all groups), retrieved from www.IndSocDev.org on 11 
February 2019 and reproduced in Supplementary Tables Study 3 (Table 3.1), is based on a wide 
variety of unobtrusive measures, expert judgments, public-opinion surveys, and structured 
interviews. 
There are 26 cross-national indicators in total, covering convenience samples of 4 to 176 
countries24. The most important indicators, covering the largest numbers of countries are the 
following ones: rating on uneven economic development along group lines (N = 176); level of 
ethnic tensions (N = 140); level of religious tensions (N = 140); level of economic and political 
discrimination against minorities (N = 118); % who would reject members of another ethnic or 
caste group as neighbors (N = 84); % who would reject immigrants or foreign workers as 
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neighbors (N = 84); educational disparity of ethnic groups (N = 75); occupational disparity of 
ethnic groups (N = 58); % who would reject members of another religious group as neighbors (N 
= 50); % who would reject Jews as neighbors (N = 50); % who would prevent labor immigration 
(N = 50); and % who would reject other language group as neighbors (N = 28). 
The index of social exclusion is constructed through a ranking exercise, using the matching 
percentiles method24,25, i.e., country rankings of indicators included in the index are used to 
assign equivalent values to countries based on their position on each additional measure. As a 
first advantage, the matching percentiles technique overcomes the problem of sampling bias. A 
further advantage is that it allows researchers to keep adding successive waves of indicators, 
even with very small samples, that can be used to continually refine country scores simply by 
using information on relative rankings. 
  
Factor of intergroup discrimination: legal discrimination 
Legal discrimination, taking place when the legislature imposes restrictions of freedom on a 
minority of a society’s inhabitants, is retrieved from Conway et al.22 (and reproduced in Table 
3.1 of Supplementary Tables Study 3). This manifestation of formalized discrimination has been 
approximated by counting and coding laws pertinent to (a) lesbian, gay, bisexual, and 
transgender (LGBT) rights; (b) abortion; and (c) the death penalty as a restriction of criminals’ 
right to stay alive. While most laws could in theory apply to all persons who have to live under 
the laws, they do not all have the same practical import. Each of the above-mentioned forms of 
legal restriction creates boundaries, psychosocial distances, and behavioral differences between 
groups by targeting a statistical minority group, i.e., each applies to only a small targeted 
percentage of the population (see Conway et al.22 for evidence of empirical validity). 
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LGBT-rights laws included bans on same-sex sexual activity, recognition of same-sex 
unions, same-sex marriage, legal adoption by same-sex couples, LGBT people allowed to serve 
openly in military, anti-discrimination laws concerning sexual orientation, and laws concerning 
gender identity (0 = not restrictive; 1 = some not restrictive, some restrictive). Laws speaking to 
abortion were ranked from 1 = least restrictive to 4 = most restrictive. Death penalty laws were 
scored as follows: 1 = death penalty not permitted; 2 = death penalty not permitted for ordinary 
crimes; 3 = de facto ban on the death penalty; 4 = death penalty enforced federally. Each variable 
was converted to a z-score and then averaged into a reliable legal discrimination index 
(Cronbach’s α = .67). 
 
SPSS syntax used in the analysis 
 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS CI(95) R ANOVA COLLIN TOL CHANGE 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT Zdiscrimination2010 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zlatitude Zlatitudesq Zlongitude Zlongitudesq 
  /CASEWISE PLOT(ZRESID) OUTLIERS(3) 
  /SAVE COOK. 
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Supplementary Results Study 3 
 Table 3.1. Retest without 10 northernmost countries 
 Table 3.2. Retest without 10 largest countries 
 
Table 3.1. The Geography of Intergroup Discrimination in 94 Current Societies (Study 3 
Without 10 Northernmost Countries) 
       
Coordinate Discrimination between us and them 
       
 B p B p B p 
       
Latitude-linear -.41 
(-.53 to -.29) 
< .001   
-.50 
(-.63 to -.38) 
< .001 
Latitude-squared -.42 
(-.53 to -.32) 
< .001   
-.46 





(-.27 to .10) 
.37 
.01 





(-.18 to .16) 
.91 
-.24 
(-.37 to -.10) 
< .001 
       
R2 .46 < .001 .01 .65 .53 < .001 
 
 
Shown are unstandardized regression coefficients with 95% confidence intervals between 
brackets (two-tailed tests). There is no multicollinearity (Variance inflation factors < 6.49), 
and there are no outliers (Cook’s distances < .41). 
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Table 3.2. The Geography of Intergroup Discrimination in 94 Current Societies (Study 3 
Without 10 Largest Countries) 
       
Coordinate Discrimination between us and them 
       
 B p B p B p 
       
Latitude-linear -.44 
(-.54 to -.34) 
< .001   
-.51 
(-.62 to -.40) 
< .001 
Latitude-squared -.40 
(-.49 to -.31) 
< .001   
-.42 





(-.34 to .10) 
.27 
-.01 





(-.04 to .34) 
.13 
-.20 
(-.33 to -.06) 
.005 
       
R2 .60 < .001 .03 .21 .64 < .001 
 
 
Shown are unstandardized regression coefficients with 95% confidence intervals between 
brackets (two-tailed tests). There is no multicollinearity (Variance inflation factors < 1.30), 
and there are no outliers (Cook’s distances < .21). 
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Supplementary Tables Study 3 
 Table 3.1. Source Data Study 3 Covering 104 contemporary societies around 2010 
 Table 3.2. Independent and dependent variables for 48 American states 
 
Table 3.1. Source Data Study 3 Covering 104 Contemporary Societies Around 2010 
   
Geographic locations in latitudinal order Discrimination between us and them 
 






       -40.90 174.89 New Zealanders -1.84 -.33 -.84 -1.23 
-38.42 -63.62 Argentines -.33 -.77 -.83 -.79 
-35.68 -71.54 Chileans -.76 .57 -.58 -.31 
-32.52 -55.77 Uruguayans .64 -.54 -1.02 -.37 
-30.56 22.94 South Africans -1.41 -1.61 1.23 -.73 
-25.27 133.78 Australians -1.63 -.82 -1.26 -1.52 
-23.44 -58.44 Paraguayans 1.94 .60 .10 1.08 
-22.96 18.49 Namibians .10 .39 .80 .53 
-22.33 24.68 Batswana -.65 1.44 .19 .40 
-19.02 29.15 Zimbabweans -.98 1.32 1.22 .64 
-18.77 46.87 Malagasy .86 1.30 .49 1.08 
-18.67 35.53 Mozambicans .97 .19 .29 .59 
-16.29 -63.59 Bolivians 1.94 .34 1.17 1.41 
-14.24 -51.93 Brazilians -.22 .10 .84 .30 
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-13.25 34.30 Malawians -.33 1.38 1.27 .95 
-9.19 -75.02 Peruvians .10 .20 .47 .31 
-6.37 34.89 Tanzanians -.33 1.51 .64 .74 
-1.83 -78.18 Ecuadorians 1.29 -.33 1.02 .81 
-.79 113.92 Indonesians .64 1.64 1.16 1.41 
-.02 37.91 Kenyans .21 1.01 .68 .78 
1.35 103.82 Singaporeans -1.30 .48 -.83 -.68 
1.37 32.29 Ugandans .43 1.83 1.26 1.44 
4.21 101.98 Malaysians -.87 1.45 .57 .47 
4.57 -74.30 Colombians -.22 -.47 -.01 -.29 
4.86 -58.93 Guyanese .75 .71 1.31 1.14 
6.42 -66.59 Venezuelans -.01 .37 .34 .29 
7.37 12.35 Cameroonians .43 1.09 1.12 1.08 
7.87 80.77 Sri Lankans .21 1.48 2.13 1.56 
7.95 -1.02 Ghanaians -.55 1.09 .37 .37 
8.54 -80.78 Panamanians .43 .60 .88 .78 
9.08 8.68 Nigerians .10 1.85 2.46 1.81 
9.15 40.49 Ethiopians 1.07 1.44 -.12 .98 




-.22 1.45 .66 .77 
12.87 -85.21 Nicaraguans 1.40 .44 .38 .91 
12.88 121.77 Filipinos -.01 .10 .61 .29 
13.79 -88.90 Salvadorans .53 .71 -.34 .37 
14.06 108.28 Vietnamese .64 .50 -.85 .12 
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15.20 -86.24 Hondurans 1.61 .60 .47 1.10 
15.78 -90.23 Guatemalans 1.40 1.21 1.13 1.53 
15.87 100.99 Thai -.01 1.16 .74 .78 




1.51 .78 .39 1.10 
20.59 78.96 Indians -.55 .92 1.51 .77 
22.40 114.11 Hongkongers -.65 .28 -1.48 -.76 
23.63 -102.55 Mexicans .53 -.06 .50 .39 
23.68 90.36 Bangladeshis .97 1.83 1.74 1.85 
23.70 120.96 Taiwanese -.76 .52 -1.29 -.63 
25.93 50.64 Bahrainis .10 .69 1.23 .83 
26.82 30.80 Egyptians .53 1.81 .47 1.15 
28.03 1.66 Algerians .64 1.09 1.33 1.25 
30.38 69.35 Pakistanis .21 1.31 2.33 1.58 
30.59 36.24 Jordanians .75 1.27 1.31 1.36 
31.05 34.85 Israelis -.55 -.34 .46 -.18 
31.79 -7.09 Moroccans 1.40 1.09 .70 1.30 
35.13 33.43 Cypriots .97 -.31 -.01 .26 
35.86 104.20 Chinese .53 .41 .59 .63 
35.91 127.77 South Koreans -.33 .69 -1.34 -.40 
35.94 14.38 Maltese .53 .23 -.30 .19 
36.20 138.25 Japanese -1.52 .64 -1.59 -1.01 
37.09 -95.71 Americans -1.95 -.08 -1.11 -1.29 
38.96 35.24 Turks .32 -.63 1.19 .36 
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39.07 21.82 Greeks .10 -.91 -.80 -.66 
39.40 -8.22 Portugese -.22 -1.38 -1.60 -1.31 
40.07 45.04 Armenians 1.51 -.62 -.12 .31 
40.14 47.58 Azerbaijanis 1.83 -.54 .02 .54 
40.46 -3.75 Spaniards -.87 -1.61 -1.24 -1.52 
41.15 20.17 Albanians .97 -.91 .04 .04 
41.20 74.77 Kyrgyzstanis .53 -.51 .44 .19 
41.61 21.75 Macedonians 1.51 -.54 .32 .53 
41.87 12.57 Italians .86 -.91 -1.25 -.53 
42.32 43.36 Georgians .53 -.70 .11 -.02 




1.18 -.86 .31 .26 
44.02 21.01 Serbs 1.51 -.91 .54 .46 
45.10 15.20 Croats .32 -1.08 -.91 -.68 
45.94 24.97 Romanians .32 -.86 -.31 -.35 
46.15 15.00 Slovenes -.01 -1.08 -.47 -.64 
46.23 2.21 French -1.30 -1.05 -.56 -1.19 
46.82 8.23 Swiss -1.09 -1.05 -1.26 -1.39 
47.16 19.50 Hungarians -.55 -1.05 -.39 -.81 
47.41 28.37 Moldovans .43 -.86 .03 -.17 
47.52 14.55 Austrians -1.19 -1.05 -.69 -1.20 
48.02 66.92 Kazakhstanis .86 -.15 .45 .48 
48.38 31.17 Ukrainians .64 -.70 -.58 -.26 
48.67 19.70 Slovaks -.22 -.86 -.45 -.63 
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49.82 6.13 Luxembourgers -1.19 -.68 -1.55 -1.40 
49.82 15.47 Czechs -.55 -1.05 -.70 -.94 
50.50 4.47 Belgians -1.19 -1.66 -.74 -1.47 
51.17 10.45 Germans -1.73 -1.19 -.83 -1.54 
51.92 19.15 Poles .10 -.15 -.70 -.30 
52.13 5.29 Dutch -1.52 -1.61 -.57 -1.51 
53.41 -8.24 Irish -1.41 .19 -1.23 -1.01 
55.17 23.88 Lithuanians -.22 -.86 -.02 -.45 
55.38 -3.44 Britons -1.84 -.93 -.89 -1.50 
56.13 -106.35 Canadians -1.52 -1.61 -.94 -1.67 
56.26 9.50 Danes -1.52 -1.66 -1.64 -1.98 
56.88 24.60 Latvians -.11 -.57 -.21 -.36 
58.60 25.01 Estonians -.76 -.86 .13 -.61 
60.13 18.64 Swedes -1.30 -1.61 -2.09 -2.05 
60.47 8.47 Norwegians -1.63 -1.61 -1.60 -1.98 
61.52 105.32 Russians .53 .00 -.04 .20 
61.92 25.75 Finns -1.73 -.82 -1.69 -1.74 
64.96 -19.02 Icelanders -1.30 -1.08 -2.42 -1.97 
 a Midrange latitude and midrange longitude are retrieved from https://developers.google.-
com/public-data/docs/canonical/countries_csv. 
b Nepotism is retrieved from Van de Vliert, E. Climato-economic origins of variation in ingroup 
favoritism. J. Cross Cult. Psychol. 42, 494-515 (2011), and then standardized across 104 
societies to allow integration. 
c Social exclusion of minorities is retrieved from www.IndSocDev.org and then standardized 
across 104 societies to allow integration. 
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d Legal discrimination is retrieved from Conway, L. G. III et al. Ecological origins of freedom: 
pathogens, heat stress, and frontier typography predict more vertical but less horizontal 
government restriction. Pers. Soc. Psychol. Bull. 43, 1378-1398 (2017), and then 
standardized across 104 societies to allow integration. 
e Overall discrimination is the standardized outcome of averaging nepotism, social exclusion of 
minorities, and legal discrimination. 
 
 
Table 3.2. Independent and Dependent Variables for 48 American States (Study 3) 
     
Geographic locations in latitudinal order Intergroup differentiation 
     
Latitudea Longitudea American states Collectivismb Legal discrc 
     
27.83 -81.69 Florida 0.79 1.00 
31.11 -97.56 Texas 1.77 0.75 
31.18 -91.87 Louisiana 2.08 1.00 
32.77 -89.68 Mississippi 2.26 0.88 
32.80 -86.79 Alabama 1.21 0.88 
32.99 -83.64 Georgia 2.00 1.00 
33.77 -111.43 Arizona 1.56 0.75 
33.82 -80.95 South Carolina 3.15 1.00 
34.84 -106.25 New Mexico 2.51 0.63 
34.95 -92.37 Arkansas 0.38 1.00 
35.54 -96.93 Oklahoma -1.66 0.88 
35.64 -79.81 North Carolina 0.92 0.88 
35.74 -86.69 Tennessee 0.58 1.00 
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36.17 -119.68 California 2.18 0.50 
37.67 -84.67 Kentucky -0.34 0.88 
37.77 -78.16 Virginia 1.54 1.00 
38.42 -117.06 Nevada -0.06 0.88 
38.46 -92.29 Missouri -1.90 0.88 
38.47 -80.95 West Virginia -1.55 0.63 
38.51 -96.73 Kansas -2.49 1.00 
39.06 -105.31 Colorado -2.37 0.88 
39.07 -76.80 Maryland 2.63 0.75 
39.35 -75.51 Delaware 1.59 0.75 
39.86 -86.26 Indiana -0.57 1.00 
40.11 -111.86 Utah 3.75 1.00 
40.31 -74.52 New Jersey 1.79 0.50 
40.34 -88.99 Illinois -0.48 0.75 
40.37 -82.76 Ohio -0.83 0.88 
40.58 -77.21 Pennsylvania -0.64 0.88 
41.13 -98.27 Nebraska -3.48 0.88 
41.58 -72.76 Connecticut -0.13 0.38 
41.68 -71.51 Rhode Island -2.00 0.50 
42.00 -93.21 Iowa -3.20 0.63 
42.15 -74.95 New York -1.00 0.25 
42.24 -71.53 Massachusetts -1.84 0.13 
42.75 -107.30 Wyoming -1.95 0.75 
43.35 -84.54 Michigan 0.23 0.75 
43.41 -71.56 New Hampshire 0.10 0.75 
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44.04 -72.71 Vermont -1.62 0.25 
44.24 -114.48 Idaho 0.48 0.88 
44.26 -89.62 Wisconsin -1.53 0.75 
44.29 -99.44 South Dakota -2.64 0.88 
44.57 -122.07 Oregon -1.25 0.38 
44.61 -69.38 Maine -1.28 0.38 
45.73 -93.90 Minnesota -2.95 0.50 
46.90 -110.45 Montana -2.70 0.88 
47.39 -121.49 Washington -1.58 0.50 
47.54 -99.78 North Dakota -3.84 0.88 
     a Midrange latitude and midrange longitude are retrieved from https://www.maxmind.com. 
b Strength of collectivist family ties is retrieved from Fincher, C. L. & Thornhill, R. Parasite 
stress promotes in-group assortative sociality: the cases of strong family ties and 
heightened religiosity. Behav. Brain Sci. 35, 61-79 (2012). 
c Legal discrimination is retrieved from Conway, L. G. III et al. Ecological origins of 
freedom: pathogens, heat stress, and frontier typography predict more vertical but less 
horizontal government restriction. Pers. Soc. Psychol. Bull. 43, 1378-1398 (2017). 
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Supplementary Methods Study 4 
 Factors of preindustrial agricultural subsistence and community size 
 SPSS syntaxes used in the analyses 
 
Factors of preindustrial agricultural subsistence and community size 
 
A. Background 
The evolution from hunting and gathering to the domestication of plants and animals went hand 
in hand with the gradual adoption of a less nomadic and more sedentary mode of life and 
increases in social and organizational complexity. So different was the pace of these trends in 
different locations that Ross21 found a cross-sectional dimension of socio-economic complexity 
underlying lack of importance of hunting and gathering, importance of animal husbandry and 
agriculture, the extent to which food is stored, the size of the community, and higher degrees of 
competing group interests and social stratification. In the terminology used here, less nomadic 
and more sedentary modes of subsistence seem to be positively associated with community size 
and intergroup differentiation. These links, in combination with the results from Study 1, raise 
the possibility that latitudinal gradients of subsistence practices yield latitudinal gradients of 
collectivism and hierarchism. 
Biodiversity in plants and animals is a plausible reason to assume that subsistence practices 
in preindustrial times were systematically distributed unequally between the equator and both 
poles in a mirror-wise fashion. The well-documented greater biodiversity at lower latitudes16,17 
may have facilitated both sedentism and farming, with increased community size, intergroup 
competition and hierarchical stratification at lower latitudes in its wake. To explore this 
possibility, I constructed a subsistence dimension ranging from hunting and gathering to 
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agricultural subsistence, borrowed a rating of community size from earlier work19, and verified 
that both had the expected opposite south-north gradients below and above the equator (see 
Table 4.1 of Supplementary Results Study 4). 
 
B. Agricultural subsistence 
In their seminal article “Standard Cross-Cultural Sample,” Murdock and White18 coded each 
society’s mode of subsistence twice, using capital letters for the dominant mode and lower-case 
letters for important subsidiary or auxiliary modes of subsistence. This was their coding scheme: 
A,a = Advanced agriculture, employing irrigation, fertilization, crop rotation, or other techniques 
which largely eliminate fallowing. 
B,b = Horticulture, i.e., semi-intensive agriculture limited mainly to vegetable gardens and/or 
groves of fruit trees rather than the cultivation of field crops. 
C,c = Simple or shifting cultivation, as where new fields are cleared annually, cultivated for a 
year or two, and then allowed to revert to forest or brush for a long fallow period. 
D,d = Domestic animals, where their products provide a major source of subsistence, as in a 
pastoral economy. 
E,e = An exchange economy, in which food products are largely obtained through trade rather 
than by subsistence techniques. 
F,f = Fishing, including shell-fishing and/or the pursuit of large aquatic animals, where these 
activities provide a major source of subsistence. 
G,g = Gathering, where wild plants and/or small land fauna provide a major source of 
subsistence. 
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H,h = Hunting, including trapping and fowling, where these activities provide a major source of 
subsistence. 
I transformed these qualitative codes into the following quantitative dimension ranging from 
hunting and gathering to agricultural subsistence: 
1 = Exclusively hunting and gathering (23 societies with only F, G, H and f, g, h codes). 
2 = Predominantly hunting and gathering (3 societies with F, G, H and a to f codes). 
3 = Predominantly farming (12 societies with A, B, C, D and e to h codes). 
4 = Exclusively farming (51 societies with only A, B, C, D and a, b, c, d codes). 
One fishing and trading community, the Manus of the Pacific (E, f), is difficult to place on this 
dimension and was therefore left out of consideration. 
As expected, Supplementary Results Study 4 (Table 4.1) shows that hunting and gathering 
decreased whereas agricultural subsistence increased from the south pole towards the equator 
(r(22) = .50, p = .007). By contrast, hunting and gathering increased whereas agricultural 
subsistence decreased from the equator towards the north pole (r(63) = -.36, p = .002). The test-
retest reliability and equatorial reversal of latitude-related farming inspire confidence in its 
metric properties and its potential usefulness for testing whether subsistence practices can help 
explain the observed south-north gradients of collectivism and hierarchism in preindustrial 
societies. 
 
C. Community size 
Murdock and Wilson19 ranked the population size of each focal society in the present sample on 
the following ordinal scale from 1 to 8. The number of societies per size rank is mentioned 
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between brackets (with a missing value for the Carib, who lived in the northern regions of South 
America and the southern Caribbean). 
1 = Fewer than 50 persons (11 societies). 
2 = From 50 to 99 persons (17 societies). 
3 = From 100 to 199 persons (23 societies). 
4 = From 200 to 399 persons (13 societies). 
5 = From 400 to 999 persons (17 societies). 
6 = From 1,000 to 4,999 persons (6 societies). 
7 = From 5,000 to 49,000 persons (1 society: Fon). 
8 = 50,000 persons or more (1 society: Aztec). 
The upper part of Table 4.1 of Supplementary Results Study 4 also reports that community 
size increased from the south pole towards the equator (r(23) = .34, p = .046) but decreased from 
the equator towards the north pole (r(62) = -.33, p = .004). As argued, the south-north gradients 
and equatorial peak in community size go hand in hand with the south-north gradients and 
equatorial peak in agricultural subsistence (r(86) = .49, p < .001). Both agricultural subsistence 
and community size qualify as potential latitude-related predictors of the observed south-north 
gradients and equatorial peak in preindustrial collectivism and hierarchism. 
 
SPSS syntaxes used in the analyses 
 
REGRESSION 
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  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS CI(95) R ANOVA COLLIN TOL CHANGE 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT Zcollectivism 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zagriculture Zsize Zlatitude Zlatitudesq 
  /CASEWISE PLOT(ZRESID) OUTLIERS(3) 
  /SAVE COOK. 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS CI(95) R ANOVA COLLIN TOL CHANGE 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT Zhierarchism 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zagriculture Zsize Zlatitude Zlatitudesq 
  /CASEWISE PLOT(ZRESID) OUTLIERS(3) 
  /SAVE COOK. 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS CI(95) R ANOVA COLLIN TOL CHANGE 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
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  /DEPENDENT Zdiscrimination1970 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zpathogens Zagriculture 
  /METHOD=ENTER PathoAgri 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zcold Zheat Zrain 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zpoverty1970 
  /CASEWISE PLOT(ZRESID) OUTLIERS(3) 
  /SAVE COOK. 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS CI(95) R ANOVA COLLIN TOL CHANGE 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT Zdiscrimination1970 
   /METHOD=ENTER Zcold Zheat Zrain 
   /CASEWISE PLOT(ZRESID) OUTLIERS(3) 
  /SAVE COOK. 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS CI(95) R ANOVA COLLIN TOL CHANGE 
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  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT Zdiscrimination2010 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zpathogens Zagriculture 
  /METHOD=ENTER PathoAgri 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zcold Zheat Zrain 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zpoverty2000 
  /CASEWISE PLOT(ZRESID) OUTLIERS(3) 
  /SAVE COOK. 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS CI(95) R ANOVA COLLIN TOL CHANGE 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT Zdiscrimination2010 
   /METHOD=ENTER Zcold Zheat Zrain 
   /CASEWISE PLOT(ZRESID) OUTLIERS(3) 
  /SAVE COOK. 
REGRESSION 
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  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS CI(95) R ANOVA COLLIN TOL CHANGE 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT Zdiscrimination2010 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zpathogens Zagriculture 
  /METHOD=ENTER PathoAgri 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zcold Zheat Zrain 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zethnicgroups Zlinguisticgroups 
  /CASEWISE PLOT(ZRESID) OUTLIERS(3) 
  /SAVE COOK. 
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Supplementary Results Study 4 
 Table 4.1. Testing the latitudinal validity of potential predictors 
 Table 4.2. Preindustrial agriculture and community size as predictors: cross-sectional 
 Table 4.3. Preindustrial agriculture and community size as predictors: sequential 
 Table 4.4. Predictions of contemporary intergroup differentiation and discrimination 
 Table 4.5. Predictions of contemporary discrimination without 10 northernmost countries  
 Table 4.6. Predictions of contemporary discrimination without 10 largest countries 
 Table 4.7. Predictions of contemporary discrimination controlling for group density 
 Table 4.8. Predictions of contemporary agriculture to check reverse causality 
 
Table 4.1. Testing the Latitudinal Validity of Potential Predictors of Intergroup 
Differentiation and Discrimination in Preindustrial and Contemporary Societies (Study 4) 





Southern hemisphere Northern hemisphere 
r p r p 
Preindustrial societies      
      
Agricultural subsistencea r(22) =  .50
 .007 r(63) = -.36
 .002 Valid 
Community sizeb r(23) =  .34
 .046 r(62) = -.33
 .004 Valid 
Food scarcityc r(22) =  .45
 .013 r(62) =  .33
 .004 Invalidc 
Population pressured r(10) = -.03
 .46 r(29) =  .15
 .21 Invalidd 
Internal conflicte r(23) =  .00
 .50 r(62) = -.07
 .28 Invalid 
External warfaref r(23) = -.00
 .49 r(62) = -.03
 .41 Invalid 
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Patrilineal descentg r(23) =  .07
 .37 r(63) = -.12
 .18 Invalid 
      Contemporary societies      
      
      
Cold stressh r(54) = -.66
 < .001 r(174) =  .90
 < .001 Valid 
Heat stressi r(54) =  .22
 .05 r(174) = -.60
 < .001 Valid 
Rainfall stressj r(54) =  .28
 .017 r(174) = -.52
 < .001 Valid 
Pathogen stressk r(50) =  .43
 < .001 r(167) = -.63
 < .001 Valid 
Agricultural subsistencel r(20) =  .43
 .022 r(106) = -.29
 < .001 Valid 
Poverty stressm r(36) =  .57
 < .001 r(143) = -.52
 < .001 Valid 
Income inequalityn r(20) = -.55
 .004 r(94)  = -.68
 < .001 Invalidn 
Ethnic group densityo r(39) =  .31
 .025 r(148) = -.42
 < .001 Valid 
Linguistic group densityp r(44) =  .29
 .024 r(154) = -.25
 < .001 Valid 
Gender inequalityq r(30) =  .52
 < .001 r(126) = -.70
 < .001 Valid 
 
Shown are correlations with one-tailed tests because the south-north gradients in the southern 
and northern hemispheres must have opposite signs.  
a,b The latitudinally valid measures of agricultural subsistence and community size are 
introduced and discussed at length in Supplementary Methods Study 4. 
c Food scarcity is the average of the occurrence of famine, the severity of famine, and the 
persistence of famine (4-point ratings), retrieved from Dirks, R. Starvation and famine: 
cross-cultural codes and some hypothesis tests. Cross Cult. Res. 27, 28-69 (1993). This 
predictor is invalid because the significant south-north gradients in the opposite latitudinal 
hemispheres do not have opposite directions. 
d Population pressure is the land shortage due to overpopulation (binary code), retrieved from 
Lang, H. CONAN: An electronic code-text data-base for cross-cultural studies. World Cult. 
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9, 13-56 (1998). This predictor is invalid because there is no credible evidence of a south-
north gradient. 
e,f Histories of internal conflict and external warfare are interval scales retrieved from Ross, 
M. H. Political decision making and conflict: additional cross-cultural codes and scales. 
Ethnology 22, 169-192 (1983). 
g Patrilineal versus matrilineal rule of descent (3-point rating) is retrieved from Murdock, G. 
P. & White, D. R. Standard cross-cultural sample. Ethnology 8, 329-369 (1969). 
h,i Cold stress and heat stress are retrieved from Van de Vliert, E. Climato-economic habitats 
support patterns of human needs, stresses, and freedoms. Behav. Brain Sci. 36, 465-521 
(2013). 
j Rainfall stress is retrieved from Van de Vliert, E., Welzel, C., Shcherbak, A., Fischer, R. & 
Alexander, A. C. Got milk? Freedoms evolved from dairying climates. J. Cross Cult. 
Psychol. 49, 1048-1065 (2018). 
k Pathogen prevalence is retrieved from Fincher, C. L. & Thornhill, R. Parasite stress 
promotes in-group assortative sociality: the cases of strong family ties and heightened 
religiosity. Behav. Brain Sci. 35, 61-79 (2012). 
l Agricultural subsistence is retrieved from Parker, P. M. National Cultures of the World: A 
Statistical Reference (Greenwood Press, 1997), and from United Nations, Human 
Development Report 2004 (Oxford Univ. Press, 2004). 
m Poverty stress is the log-transformed and reversed average income per capita computed by 
the World Bank in 2000, 2002, and 2004 (see references 29 to 31). 
n Income inequality is the Gini Index computed by the World Bank in 2000 over the entire 
distribution of income or consumption (see reference 29). This predictor is invalid because 
the significant south-north gradients in the opposite latitudinal hemispheres do not have 
opposite directions. 
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o,p Ethnic group density and linguistic group density are retrieved from Alesina, A., 
Devleeschauwer, A., Easterly, W., Kurlat, S. & Wacziarg, R. Fractionalization. J. Econ. 
Growth 8, 155-194 (2003). 
q Gender inequality is retrieved from http://hdr.undp.org/en/composite/GII on May 5, 2019. 
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Differentiation between us and them: Collectivism 
        
B p B p B p B p 
         
Agriculture .31 
(.11 to .51) 
.002     
.09 





(.14 to .38) 
< .001   
.19 
(.05 to .33) 
.009 
Latitude-linear 
    
-.13 
(-.33 to .07) 
.20 
-.08 
(-.28 to .11) 
.38 
Latitude-squared 
    
-.23 
(-.38 to -.08) 
.002 
-.12 
(-.28 to .04) 
.14 
         





Differentiation between us and them: Hierarchism 
        
B p B p B p B p 
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Agriculture .53 
(.35 to .72) 
< .001     
.35 





(.19 to .42) 
< .001   
.16 
(.03 to .29) 
.013 
Latitude-linear 
    
-.06 
(-.26 to .13) 
.52 
.02 
(-.15 to .19) 
.82 
Latitude-squared 
    
-.30 
(-.45 to -.15) 
< .001 
-.12 
(-.27 to .02) 
.09 
         
R2 .29 < .001 .24 < .001 .17 < .001 .38 < .001 
 
Shown are unstandardized regression coefficients with 95% confidence intervals between brackets (two-tailed tests). There is no multi-
collinearity (Variance inflation factors < 1.45), and there are no outliers (Cook’s distances < .11). 
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Table 4.3. Process Analysis with Absolute Latitude, Agriculture and Community Size 
Predicting Collectivism and Hierarchism in 88 Preindustrial Societies (Study 4) 
 
Run MATRIX procedure for Collectivism: 
 
***************** PROCESS Procedure for SPSS Release 2.12 *************** 
 
          Written by Andrew F. Hayes, Ph.D.       www.afhayes.com 
    Documentation available in Hayes (2013). www.guilford.com/p/hayes3 
 
************************************************************************** 
Model = 6 
    Y = Collectivism 
    X = Absolute latitude 
   M1 = Agricultural subsistence 
   M2 = Community size 
 






         R      R-sq       MSE         F       df1       df2         p 
      .383      .147     1.439    12.263     1.000    86.000      .001 
 
Model 
             coeff        se         t         p      LLCI      ULCI 
constant     3.640      .210    17.353      .000     3.223     4.057 






         R      R-sq       MSE         F       df1       df2         p 
      .502      .252     1.962    18.814     2.000    85.000      .000 
 
Model 
             coeff        se         t         p      LLCI      ULCI 
constant     2.014      .563     3.580      .001      .895     3.133 
Agricult      .543      .132     4.122      .000      .281      .805 






         R      R-sq       MSE         F       df1       df2         p 
      .469      .220 14230.830     7.912     3.000    84.000      .000 
 
Model 
             coeff        se         t         p      LLCI      ULCI 
constant   185.117    54.736     3.382      .001    76.268   293.966 
Agricult     9.668    13.454      .719      .474   -17.086    36.422 
Size        26.892    10.493     2.563      .012     6.026    47.757 
Latitude    -1.258      .808    -1.556      .123    -2.866      .350 
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******************** DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS ************************* 
 
Direct effect of X on Y 
    Effect        SE         t         p      LLCI      ULCI 
    -1.258      .808    -1.556      .123    -2.866      .350 
 
Indirect effect(s) of X on Y 
          Effect   Boot SE  BootLLCI  BootULCI 
Total:     -.960      .445    -1.986     -.213 
Ind1 :     -.261      .360    -1.079      .390 
Ind2 :     -.395      .238    -1.093     -.079 
Ind3 :     -.304      .276    -1.013      .097 
 
Indirect effect key 
 Ind1 :   Latitude ->       Agriculture ->       Collectivism 
 Ind2 :   Latitude ->       Agriculture ->       Size        -> Collectivism 
 Ind3 :   Latitude ->       Size        ->       Collectivism 
 
******************** ANALYSIS NOTES AND WARNINGS ************************* 
 
Number of bootstrap samples for bias corrected bootstrap confidence 
intervals: 5000 
 
Level of confidence for all confidence intervals in output: 95.00 
 
NOTE: All standard errors for continuous outcome models are based on the HC3 
estimator 
 
------ END MATRIX ----- 
 
 
Run MATRIX procedure for Hierarchism: 
 
***************** PROCESS Procedure for SPSS Release 2.12 *************** 
 
          Written by Andrew F. Hayes, Ph.D.       www.afhayes.com 
    Documentation available in Hayes (2013). www.guilford.com/p/hayes3 
 
************************************************************************** 
Model = 6 
    Y = Hierarchism 
    X = Absolute latitude 
   M1 = Agricultural subsistence 
   M2 = Community size 
 






         R      R-sq       MSE         F       df1       df2         p 
      .383      .147     1.439    12.263     1.000    86.000      .001 
 
Model 
             coeff        se         t         p      LLCI      ULCI 
constant     3.640      .210    17.353      .000     3.223     4.057 
Latitude     -.027      .008    -3.502      .001     -.042     -.012 
 
************************************************************************** 





         R      R-sq       MSE         F       df1       df2         p 
      .502      .252     1.962    18.814     2.000    85.000      .000 
 
Model 
             coeff        se         t         p      LLCI      ULCI 
constant     2.014      .563     3.580      .001      .895     3.133 
Agricult      .543      .132     4.122      .000      .281      .805 






         R      R-sq       MSE         F       df1       df2         p 
      .599      .359 178800.12    16.741     3.000    84.000      .000 
 
Model 
             coeff        se         t         p      LLCI      ULCI 
constant   151.451   170.998      .886      .378  -188.599   491.501 
Agricult   147.334    42.623     3.457      .001    62.573   232.094 
Size        94.175    29.587     3.183      .002    35.339   153.012 
Latitude    -1.991     2.744     -.726      .470    -7.448     3.465 
 
******************** DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS ************************* 
 
Direct effect of X on Y 
    Effect        SE         t         p      LLCI      ULCI 
    -1.991     2.744     -.726      .470    -7.448     3.465 
 
Indirect effect(s) of X on Y 
          Effect   Boot SE  BootLLCI  BootULCI 
Total:    -6.432     1.896   -10.530    -3.007 
Ind1 :    -3.984     1.556    -7.786    -1.530 
Ind2 :    -1.383      .737    -3.547     -.403 
Ind3 :    -1.065      .934    -3.387      .445 
 
Indirect effect key 
 Ind1 :   Latitude ->       Agricult ->       Hierarch 
 Ind2 :   Latitude ->       Agricult ->       Size     ->       Hierarch 
 Ind3 :   Latitude ->       Size     ->       Hierarch 
 
******************** ANALYSIS NOTES AND WARNINGS ************************* 
 
Number of bootstrap samples for bias corrected bootstrap confidence 
intervals: 5000 
 
Level of confidence for all confidence intervals in output: 95.00 
 
NOTE: All standard errors for continuous outcome models are based on the HC3 
estimator 
 
------ END MATRIX ----- 
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Predictor A. Differentiation between us and them around 1970 (N = 52a) 
         
 B p B p B p B p 
Pathogen stress (PS) .40 
(.13 to .67) 
.004   .17 
(-.11 to .45) 
.23 .11 
(-.16 to .37) 
.42 
Agriculture (AG) .48 
(.15 to .82) 
.006   .37 
(-.00 to .74) 
.05 .04 
(-.39 to .48) 
.83 
PS x AG -.50 
(-.83 to -.17) 
.004   -.40 
(-.72 to -.08) 
.015 -.30 
(-.61 to .01) 
.056 
Cold stress   -.65 
(-.93 to -.36) 
< .001 -.47 
(-.76 to -.19) 
.002 -.39 
(-.67 to -.11) 
.007 
Heat stress   -.06 
(-.30 to .19) 
.64 -.09 
(-.31 to .13) 
.43 -.12 
(-.33 to .09) 
.25 
Rainfall stress   .26 
(.06 to .46) 
.01 .08 
(-.12 to .28) 
.43 .05 
(-.14 to .24) 
.60 
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Poverty stress       .40 
(.08 to .72) 
.015 
         






Predictor B. Discrimination between us and them around 2010 (N = 104) 
         
 B p B p B p B p 
Pathogen stress (PS) .31 
(.17 to .45) 
< .001   .16 
(.00 to .32) 
.048 -.00 
(-.13 to .13) 
.99 
Agriculture (AG) .43 
(.28 to .58) 
< .001   .32 
(.16 to .47) 
< .001 -.09 
(-.25 to .07) 
.26 
PS x AG -.21 
(-.32 to -.10) 
< .001   -.16 
(-.27 to -.05) 
.004 -.09 
(-.18 to -.01) 
.039 
Cold stress   -.19 
(-.35 to -.04) 
.016 -.10 
(-.26 to .06) 
.21 -.16 
(-.29 to -.03) 
.015 
Heat stress   .13 .064 .12 .052 .09 .06 
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(-.01 to .27) (-.00 to .24) (-.00 to .19) 
Rainfall stress   .37 
(.24 to .51) 
< .001 .17 
(.04 to .31) 
.014 .14 
(.03 to .25) 
.015 
Poverty stress       .61 
(.45 to .78) 
< .001 
         
R2 .56 < .001 .53 < .001 .65 < .001 .78 < .001 
 
Shown are unstandardized regression coefficients with 95% confidence intervals between brackets (two-tailed tests). There is no multicollinearity 
(Variance inflation factors < 5.59 for 1970; < 4.49 for 2010), and there are no outliers (Cook’s distances < .14 for 1970; < .13 for 2010). 
a Poverty stress score is missing for Slovenes. 
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Predictor Discrimination between us and them 
         
 B p B p B p B p 
Pathogen stress (PS) .25 
(.10 to .39) 
< .001 .26 
(.12 to .40) 
< .001 .12 
(-.04 to .28) 
.13 -.02 
(-.16 to .11) 
.72 
Agriculture (AG) .30 
(.16 to .45) 
< .001 .38 
(.23 to .53) 
< .001 .28 
(.13 to .43) 
< .001 -.09 
(-.25 to .08) 
.29 
PS x AG   -.16 
(-.27 to -.05) 
.005 -.12 
(-.22 to -.01) 
.034 -.06 
(-.15 to .02) 
.16 
Cold stress     -.11 
(-.28 to .06) 
.20 -.17 
(-.31 to -.03) 
.015 
Heat stress     .09 
(-.04 to .21) 
.17 .07 
(-.03 to .17) 
.15 
Rainfall stress     .20 
(.06 to .33) 
.006 .16 
(.05 to .27) 
.006 
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Poverty stress       .57 
(.41 to .73) 
< .001 
         
R2 .46 < .001 .51 < .001 .61 < .001 .75 < .001 
 
Shown are unstandardized regression coefficients with 95% confidence intervals between brackets (two-tailed tests). There is no multicollinearity 
(Variance inflation factors < 4.24), and there are no outliers (Cook’s distances < .15). 
 
 




Predictor Discrimination between us and them 
         
 B p B p B p B p 
Pathogen stress (PS) .32 
(.16 to .48) 
< .001 .34 
(.19 to .49) 
< .001 .17 
(-.00 to .35) 
.055 -.04 
(-.19 to .11) 
.62 
Agriculture (AG) .30 
(.14 to .46) 
< .001 .38 
(.22 to .54) 
< .001 .31 
(.15 to .47) 
< .001 -.10 
(-.26 to .07) 
.24 
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PS x AG   -.20 
(-.32 to -.09) 
< .001 -.16 
(-.27 to -.05) 
.005 -.08 
(-.17 to .01) 
.08 
Cold stress     -.14 
(-.31 to .04) 
.13 -.23 
(-.38 to -.09) 
.002 
Heat stress     .14 
(.01 to .27) 
.036 .08 
(-.02 to .19) 
.11 
Rainfall stress     .11 
(-.04 to .27) 
.14 .10 
(-.02 to .22) 
.10 
Poverty stress       .63 
(.46 to .80) 
< .001 
         
R2 .50 < .001 .56 < .001 .65 < .001 .79 < .001 
 
Shown are unstandardized regression coefficients with 95% confidence intervals between brackets (two-tailed tests). There is no multicollinearity 
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Predictor Discrimination between us and them 
         
 B p B p B p B p 
Pathogen stress (PS) .30 
(.15 to .45) 
< .001 .31 
(.17 to .45) 
< .001 .15 
(.00 to .31) 
.049 .01 
(-.14 to .17) 
.86 
Agriculture (AG) .34 
(.19 to .49) 
< .001 .44 
(.30 to .59) 
< .001 .33 
(.18 to .48) 
< .001 .30 
(.16 to .44) 
< .001 
PS x AG   -.22 
(-.33 to -.11) 
< .001 -.17 
(-.27 to -.06) 
.002 -.17 
(-.28 to -.06) 
.002 
Cold stress     -.11 
(-.27 to .05) 
.16 -.12 
(-.27 to .03) 
.11 
Heat stress     .11 
(-.01 to .23) 
.07 .12 
(.00 to .24) 
.048 
Rainfall stress     .18 
(.05 to .31) 
.009 .22 
(.09 to .34) 
< .001 
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Ethnic group density       .27 




      -.05 
(-.18 to .09) 
.50 
         
R2 .52 < .001 .58 < .001 .67 < .001 .72 < .001 
 
Shown are unstandardized regression coefficients with 95% confidence intervals between brackets (two-tailed tests). There is no multicollinearity 
(Variance inflation factors < 3.32), and there are no outliers (Cook’s distances < .10). 
 
 




Predictor Agricultural subsistence style 
         
 B p B p B p B p 
Pathogen stress (PS) .40 
(.22 to .57) 
< .001 .34 
(.15 to .54) 
< .001 .41 
(.19 to .63) 
< .001 .11 
(-.08 to .29) 
.26 





(.22 to .57) 
< .001 .44 
(.25 to .63) 
< .001 .35 
(.14 to .57) 
< .001 -.20 
(-.42 to .01) 
.07 
PS x ID   .11 
(-.08 to .29) 
.25 .14 
(-.04 to .32) 
.14 .09 
(-.05 to .24) 
.19 
Cold stress     .29 
(.07 to .50) 
.009 .04 
(-.14 to .22) 
.67 
Heat stress     .13 
(-.04 to .30) 
.13 .11 
(-.02 to .24) 
.11 
Rainfall stress     .23 
(.05 to .42) 
.015 .18 
(.03 to .33) 
.018 
Poverty stress       .85 
(.63 to 1.06) 
< .001 
         
R2 .52 < .001 .52 < .001 .57 < .001 .74 < .001 
 
Shown are unstandardized regression coefficients with 95% confidence intervals between brackets (two-tailed tests). There is no multicollinearity 
(Variance inflation factors < 4.49), and there are no outliers (Cook’s distances < .88). 
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Supplementary Tables Study 4 
 
Table 4.9. Source Data Study 4 Covering 107 Contemporary Societies (1970 and 2010) 













      
.04 -1.47 -1.72 New Zealanders -1.02 -.80 
.04 .19 -1.36 Argentines .61 -.89 
-.04 .05 .89 Chileans -.09 -.46 
-.12 .74 -2.08 Uruguayans -.71 -.82 
-.16 .60 .63 South Africans .68 -.41 
.47 .19 -2.38 Australians -.63 -.97 
-.36 2.26 -.07 Paraguayans .36 .51 
-.16 -.36 1.06 Namibians .53 .40 
-.20 1.29 1.06 Batswana .22 .62 
-.32 -.36 1.06 Zimbabweans .69 1.85 
-.48 -.23 .93 Malagasy .54 2.55 
-.92 2.26 .59 Mozambicans 1.39 2.31 
.11 -2.02 .73 Bolivians .92 -.05 
-1.07 1.02 -.35 Brazilians 2.01 -.02 
-.44 -.23 1.06 Malawians 1.01 .53 
-.68 .33 1.06 Zambians 1.24 1.68 
-.96 -.50 1.06 Peruvians 1.15 -.34 
-.92 .46 1.06 Tanzanians 1.47 2.64 
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-.12 -1.05 .52 Ecuadorians .99 -.26 
-1.55 .88 .38 Indonesians 1.69 1.04 
-.60 -.92 .72 Kenyans 1.70 .93 
-1.55 .74 -2.05 Singaporeans -.49 -1.15 
-1.04 .19 -.18 Ugandans 2.24 2.34 
-1.51 1.15 -.54 Malaysians .91 -.35 
-.40 -2.43 -.44 Colombians 2.01 -.02 
-1.63 .19 -.13 Guyanese .92 .20 
-.72 -.36 .63 Venezuelans 1.62 -.57 
-1.19 .46 .69 Cameroonians 2.01 1.81 
-1.43 .46 .18 Sri Lankans -.09 .59 
-1.39 .88 .66 Ghanaians 1.63 1.27 
-1.47 .88 .87 Panamanians 1.15 -.25 
-1.43 1.43 .80 Nigerians 2.41 .05 
-.24 -.36 .98 Ethiopians 1.93 2.68 
-.88 -.23 .98 Costa Ricans .76 -.25 
-1.04 1.29 .27 Trinidadians and Tobagonians -.08 -.77 
-1.63 .33 1.04 Nicaraguans .21 .48 
-1.39 1.15 .91 Filipinos .76 .66 
-.88 1.98 .98 Salvadorans .06 .12 
-1.07 1.71 .81 Vietnamese .98 1.66 
-1.23 -1.19 1.03 Hondurans .45 1.05 
-.64 -.50 1.00 Guatemalans .84 1.01 
-1.27 1.98 .98 Thai 1.30 1.08 
-1.04 2.67 1.06 Malians 1.94 1.76 
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-1.31 .74 .66 Jamaicans -.71 -.07 
-1.35 .88 .14 Dominicans Santo Domingo .23 .24 
-.80 1.43 .98 Indians 1.07 1.80 
-.84 -.23 .69 Hongkongers -.70 -1.15 
-.20 -1.19 .92 Mexicans 1.15 -.48 
-1.11 1.29 1.03 Bangladeshis -.01 1.29 
-.72 .60 .04 Taiwanese -.33 -.58 
-1.04 1.71 1.06 Bahrainis -1.18 -1.09 
-.68 1.98 1.06 Egyptians .37 .25 
-.40 .33 1.06 Algerians .61 -.05 
-.48 1.15 .84 Pakistanis .38 .93 
-.24 .46 1.06 Jordanians -.40 -.65 
-.28 .46 1.06 Israelis -.87 -.99 
-.44 1.57 1.06 Moroccans -.01 .80 
.43 .19 .75 Iranians -.17 .11 
-.32 .33 .99 Cypriots -.95 -.61 
.71 .19 1.00 Chinese .91 1.12 
.83 -.64 .81 South Koreans .06 -.44 
-.88 -.23 1.06 Maltese -.92 -1.08 
-.28 -.50 .09 Japanese -.49 -.88 
.63 .05 -1.71 Americans -.40 -1.06 
1.03 -.50 .08 Turks -.01 1.19 
-.32 .19 .66 Greeks -.56 -.16 
-.40 -.23 .93 Portugese -.64 -.42 
1.11 -.23 .35 Armenians -.71 .28 
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1.11 -.23 .35 Azerbaijanis -.63 .41 
.35 -.36 .08 Spaniards -.56 -.71 
.04 -.23 .34 Albanians -1.02 1.45 
1.50 -.50 .00 Kyrgyzstanis -.79 .76 
.71 -.09 -1.41 Macedonians -.95 -.54 
-.08 -.23 .51 Italians -.79 -.84 
.15 -.23 .12 Georgians -.55 .61 
.79 -.64 -.46 Bulgarians -.79 -.54 
.71 -.09 -.73 Bosnians and Herzegovinians -.95 -1.22 
.79 .05 -1.20 Serbs -.80 -1.09 
.79 .05 -1.20 Croats -.87 -.44 
1.23 -.09 .05 Romanians -.64 .17 
.79 .05 -1.20 Slovenes -.87 -.89 
.55 -.23 -1.51 French -.64 -.95 
.95 -.50 -1.16 Swiss -.94 -.97 
.95 -.36 -1.10 Hungarians -1.03 -.67 
1.23 -.92 -.49 Moldovans -.79 .50 
.95 -.50 -1.13 Austrians -.94 -.86 
1.62 .05 -.51 Kazakhstanis -.87 .11 
1.23 -.92 -.49 Ukrainians -.55 -.33 
1.42 -.36 -.40 Slovaks -1.10 -.71 
1.07 -.64 -1.29 Luxembourgers -1.10 -1.26 
1.27 -.50 -.19 Czechs -1.02 -.84 
.83 -.64 -1.57 Belgians -.94 -1.08 
.99 -.50 -1.29 Germans -1.10 -.99 
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1.34 -.92 -.46 Poles -.95 -.16 
.87 -1.05 -1.59 Dutch -1.02 -1.02 
.71 -1.61 -1.80 Irish -1.02 -.80 
1.74 -1.19 -1.26 Lithuanians -.95 -.46 
.47 -1.05 -1.66 Britons -1.10 -1.12 
1.78 -.36 -1.90 Canadians -1.02 -1.04 
1.15 -1.19 -1.06 Danes -1.02 -.99 
1.74 -1.19 -1.26 Latvians -.95 -.55 
1.74 -1.19 -1.26 Estonians -.87 -.63 
1.30 -.92 -.49 Swedes -.94 -1.08 
1.34 -1.05 -.23 Norwegians -1.02 -.97 
1.90 -1.33 -.87 Russians .22 -.53 
1.74 -1.19 -1.26 Finns -1.10 -.88 
1.15 -2.57 -1.04 Icelanders -1.02 -.57 
 a Cold stress and heat stress are retrieved from Van de Vliert, E. Climato-economic habitats 
support patterns of human needs, stresses, and freedoms. Behav. Brain Sci. 36, 465-521 
(2013). 
b Rainfall stress is retrieved from Van de Vliert, E., Welzel, C., Shcherbak, A., Fischer, R. & 
Alexander, A. C. Got milk? Freedoms evolved from dairying climates. J. Cross Cult. Psychol. 
49, 1048-1065 (2018). 
c Pathogen prevalence is retrieved from Fincher, C. L. & Thornhill, R. Parasite stress promotes 
in-group assortative sociality: the cases of strong family ties and heightened religiosity. 
Behav. Brain Sci. 35, 61-79 (2012). 
d Agricultural subsistence is retrieved from Parker, P. M. National Cultures of the World: A 
Statistical Reference (Greenwood Press, 1997), and from United Nations, Human 
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Development Report 2004 (Oxford Univ. Press, 2004). 
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Supplementary Methods Study 5 
 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS CI(95) R ANOVA COLLIN TOL CHANGE 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT Zindex 
  /METHOD=ENTER Znr Zcm Zse 
  /METHOD=ENTER Zegd 
  /METHOD=ENTER ZnrZegd ZcmZegd ZseZegd 
  /CASEWISE PLOT(ZRESID) OUTLIERS(3) 
  /SAVE COOK.
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Supplementary Results Study 5 
 Table 5.1. Estimates of intergroup discrimination in 222 countries 
 Table 5.2. Validation of the 222-country index of intergroup discrimination 
 
Table 5.1. Estimates of Intergroup Discrimination for Contemporary Societies in 222 
Countries (195 Independent and 27 Dependent Territories) (Study 5) 
As elaborated in the Discussion, the average estimate may also be more broadly understood as 
an index of baselines ranging from loose horizontal individualism (low scores) to tight vertical 
collectivism (high scores). 
        
Societal territory 
Estimates of discrimination between us and them 
Indexg 
      
1a 2b 3c 4d 5e 6f 
        
Afghanistan -.06 -.03 -.66 -.55 .00 .42 -.15 
Albania -.19 -.23 -.98 -.79 .47 .27 -.24 
Algeria -.09 -.08 -.31 -.27 .10 .20 -.07 
Andorra -.25 -.30 -1.05 -.87   -.62 
Angola -.13 -.30 -.06 -.04 .38 .56 .07 
Antigua and Barbuda -.34 -.26 .00 -.21   -.20 
Argentina -1.01 -1.50 -1.39 -1.32 -.38 -.46 -1.01 
Armenia -.14 -.16 -.95 -.76 -.75 -.26 -.50 
Aruba -.39 -.30 .07 -.19   -.20 
Australia -.48 -.62 -.89 -.90 -1.39 -1.11 -.90 
Austria -.30 -.38 -1.40 -1.13 -1.56 -1.06 -.97 
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Azerbaijan -.14 -.16 -.96 -.77 -.68 -.21 -.49 
Bahamas -.48 -.36 -.24 -.48   -.39 
Bahrain .01 .04 -.29 -.23 -1.00 -.41 -.31 
Bangladesh -.01 .08 -.31 -.30 .61 .63 .12 
Barbados -.32 -.25 .07 -.14   -.16 
Belarus -.40 -.53 -1.89 -1.52 -1.47 -.92 -1.12 
Belgium -.38 -.49 -1.61 -1.32 -1.67 -1.24 -1.12 
Belize -.54 -.39 -.04 -.38 .28 .14 -.15 
Benin -.02 -.05 .13 .09 .62 .53 .22 
Bermuda -.45 -.37 -.51 -.64   -.50 
Bhutan -.03 .06 -.44 -.41 1.25 .76 .20 
Bolivia -.56 -.70 -.22 -.39 .11 -.13 -.32 
Bosnia -.23 -.29 -1.15 -.93 -1.74 -1.09 -.91 
Botswana -.28 -.59 -.46 -.35 -.02 .37 -.22 
Brazil -.45 -.60 -.15 -.28 .59 .36 -.09 
Brunei -.06 .04 -.08 -.18   -.07 
Bulgaria -.20 -.25 -1.09 -.87 -1.15 -.77 -.72 
Burkina Faso -.03 -.04 .10 .06 -.19 .85 .12 
Burundi -.03 -.12 .07 .08 .47 .51 .16 
Cambodia -.01 .10 -.10 -.17 .48 .77 .18 
Cameroon .00 -.04 .14 .11 .07 .49 .13 
Canada -1.17 -1.12 -2.16 -2.21 -2.18 -1.37 -1.70 
Cape Verde -.12 -.11 .05 -.03   -.05 
Cayman Islands -.48 -.35 -.08 -.37   -.32 
Central African Republic .02 -.02 .13 .12 .13 .62 .17 
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Chad .02 .01 .04 .04 -.33 .76 .09 
Chile -.99 -1.41 -1.21 -1.22 -.38 -.15 -.89 
China -.15 -.05 -.86 -.79 -.33 .29 -.31 
Christmas Islands -.15 -.19 -.23 -.27   -.21 
Colombia -.44 -.37 .12 -.17 .56 -.12 -.07 
Comoros -.10 -.27 -.12 -.07 1.32 .57 .22 
Congo-Brazzaville -.03 -.11 .12 .11 .29 .61 .17 
Congo-Kinshasa -.04 -.15 .08 .08 .15 .56 .11 
Cook Islands -1.55 -1.41 -.65 -1.39   -1.25 
Costa Rica -.49 -.38 .08 -.26 .39 .17 -.08 
Croatia -.26 -.32 -1.23 -1.00 -1.23 -.80 -.81 
Cuba -.47 -.34 -.13 -.40 -.19 -.29 -.30 
Cyprus -.09 -.10 -.66 -.52 -.71 -.35 -.40 
Czech Republic -.34 -.44 -1.57 -1.27 -1.66 -.94 -1.04 
Denmark -.49 -.65 -2.08 -1.69 -1.72 -1.23 -1.31 
Djibouti .05 .05 .06 .07 .39 .45 .18 
Dominica -.33 -.26 .04 -.18   -.18 
Dominican Republic -.40 -.30 -.04 -.29 .38 .18 -.08 
Ecuador -.50 -.47 .08 -.22 .15 -.04 -.17 
Egypt -.01 .00 -.29 -.22 .09 .44 .00 
El Salvador -.53 -.39 .02 -.33 .08 .36 -.13 
Equatorial Guinea -.03 -.10 .14 .11   .03 
Eritrea .05 .05 .02 .03   .04 
Estonia -.51 -.69 -2.30 -1.86 -1.70 -1.13 -1.37 
Ethiopia .05 .03 .09 .09 -.57 .36 .01 
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Falkland Islands -1.38 -2.15 -2.49 -2.18   -2.05 
Faeroes Islands -.67 -.89 -2.58 -2.13   -1.57 
Fiji -.59 -.43 -.73 -1.03   -.69 
Finland -.59 -.81 -2.61 -2.11 -1.98 -1.30 -1.57 
France -.31 -.38 -1.30 -1.07 -1.32 -1.00 -.90 
French Guyana -.30 -.28 .14 -.05   -.12 
Gabon -.04 -.13 .12 .10 .43 .62 .18 
Gambia -.08 -.08 .09 .02 .23 .69 .14 
Gaza -.04 -.04 -.48 -.38   -.24 
Georgia -.17 -.21 -1.08 -.87 -.14 -.07 -.42 
Germany -.38 -.49 -1.66 -1.36 -1.77 -1.20 -1.14 
Ghana -.04 -.07 .14 .10 .40 .55 .18 
Greece -.15 -.18 -.86 -.69 -.32 -.16 -.39 
Greenland -1.11 -1.41 -3.60 -3.05   -2.29 
Grenada -.33 -.26 .08 -.14   -.16 
Guadeloupe -.34 -.26 .00 -.21   -.20 
Guam -.17 .07 -.27 -.46   -.21 
Guatemala -.55 -.40 -.01 -.37 .36 .33 -.11 
Guinea -.06 -.08 .13 .07 .21 .59 .14 
Guinea-Bissau -.08 -.09 .11 .04   .00 
Guyana -.33 -.30 .14 -.08 .66 .19 .05 
Haiti -.42 -.31 -.05 -.31 .65 .55 .02 
Honduras -.51 -.38 .00 -.33 .74 .30 -.03 
Hong Kong -.06 .09 -.35 -.40 -.64 -.55 -.32 
Hungary -.28 -.36 -1.38 -1.11 -1.50 -.99 -.94 
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Iceland -.80 -1.04 -2.88 -2.40 -1.33 -1.22 -1.61 
India .03 .09 -.19 -.18 .19 .67 .10 
Indonesia -.08 -.02 -.10 -.19 .51 .51 .10 
Iran -.04 -.03 -.56 -.45 -.44 -.06 -.26 
Iraq -.05 -.05 -.58 -.46   -.29 
Ireland -.48 -.61 -1.83 -1.52 -1.43 -1.29 -1.19 
Israel -.04 -.04 -.47 -.37 -.93 -.45 -.38 
Italy -.21 -.26 -1.02 -.83 -.88 -.57 -.63 
Ivory Coast -.05 -.08 .15 .09 .00 .49 .10 
Jamaica -.45 -.33 -.04 -.32 .09 .00 -.17 
Japan -.28 -.07 -1.01 -1.04 -.66 -.58 -.61 
Jordan -.03 -.03 -.45 -.35 -.53 -.20 -.26 
Kazakhstan -.27 -.31 -1.52 -1.24 -1.22 -.54 -.85 
Kenya .01 -.06 .10 .10 .29 .26 .12 
Kiribati -1.43 -1.06 -.18 -1.10   -.94 
Kuwait -.01 .00 -.41 -.33 -.81 -.25 -.30 
Kyrgyzstan -.16 -.15 -1.08 -.90 -.67 -.23 -.53 
Laos -.02 .10 -.24 -.27 .44 .83 .14 
Latvia -.47 -.63 -2.15 -1.73 -1.68 -1.12 -1.30 
Lebanon -.07 -.07 -.60 -.48 -.51 -.27 -.33 
Lesotho -.42 -.83 -.84 -.65 .08 .15 -.42 
Liberia -.07 -.10 .15 .09 .52 .55 .19 
Libya -.03 -.03 -.26 -.21 -.25 .05 -.12 
Liechtenstein -.31 -.39 -1.37 -1.12   -.79 
Lithuania -.43 -.58 -2.00 -1.62 -1.63 -1.08 -1.22 
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Luxembourg -.37 -.47 -1.56 -1.28 -2.04 -1.37 -1.18 
Macedonia -.19 -.23 -1.01 -.81 -1.29 -.91 -.74 
Madagascar -.19 -.44 -.35 -.26 .48 .62 -.02 
Malawi -.12 -.32 -.14 -.09 .25 .28 -.02 
Malaysia -.02 .04 -.04 -.11 .49 .13 .08 
Maldives .03 .02 .04 .02   .03 
Mali -.05 -.04 .01 -.02 -.03 .80 .11 
Malta -.13 -.15 -.68 -.55 -.68 -.53 -.45 
Marshall Islands -.33 .00 -.33 -.66   -.33 
Martinique -.33 -.26 .05 -.17   -.18 
Mauritania -.09 -.07 -.07 -.10   -.08 
Mauritius -.22 -.47 -.43 -.33 -.10 -.20 -.29 
Mayotte -.11 -.29 -.15 -.09   -.16 
Mexico -.68 -.48 -.24 -.63 .30 .04 -.28 
Micronesia -.20 .04 -.23 -.46   -.22 
Moldova -.27 -.35 -1.40 -1.13 -.71 -.45 -.72 
Monaco -.26 -.31 -1.13 -.93   -.66 
Mongolia -.31 -.27 -1.54 -1.33 -1.15 -.15 -.79 
Montenegro -.21 -.26 -1.08 -.87 -1.65 -1.07 -.86 
Montserrat -.34 -.26 .01 -.21   -.20 
Morocco -.15 -.15 -.46 -.41 .13 .47 -.10 
Mozambique -.20 -.46 -.33 -.24 -.02 .71 -.09 
Myanmar -.01 .09 -.27 -.28 .61 .76 .15 
Namibia -.30 -.62 -.48 -.37 .11 .20 -.25 
Nauru -.34 -.08 -.32 -.62   -.34 
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Nepal -.03 .05 -.46 -.41 .78 .68 .10 
Netherlands -.41 -.53 -1.74 -1.42 -1.66 -1.29 -1.18 
Netherlands Antilles -.38 -.30 .08 -.18   -.20 
New Caledonia -.57 -.53 -.83 -1.02   -.74 
New Zealand -1.07 -1.32 -2.05 -2.05 -1.11 -1.19 -1.46 
Nicaragua -.50 -.38 .04 -.30 .69 .37 -.01 
Niger -.01 -.01 .00 .00 -.01 .89 .14 
Nigeria -.01 -.03 .13 .10 .90 .73 .30 
Niue -1.64 -1.42 -.60 -1.44   -1.27 
North Korea -.28 -.13 -1.20 -1.14   -.69 
Northern Mariana -.17 .08 -.34 -.53   -.24 
Norway -.59 -.79 -2.46 -2.00 -1.74 -1.07 -1.44 
Oman .04 .07 -.16 -.12 .22 .48 .09 
Pakistan -.03 .02 -.50 -.42 .17 .44 -.06 
Palau -.12 .06 -.16 -.33   -.14 
Panama -.47 -.37 .10 -.23 .69 .42 .02 
Papua New Guinea -.25 -.13 -.29 -.47   -.29 
Paraguay -.64 -.89 -.51 -.59 -.13 .29 -.41 
Peru -.55 -.59 -.04 -.30 .59 .23 -.11 
Philippines -.06 .09 -.17 -.28 .55 .52 .11 
Pitcairn Islands -1.25 -1.30 -.70 -1.16   -1.10 
Poland -.37 -.49 -1.73 -1.40 -1.20 -.74 -.99 
Portugal -.24 -.27 -.86 -.73 -.39 -.26 -.46 
Puerto Rico -.37 -.28 -.03 -.26   -.23 
Qatar .02 .04 -.27 -.21 -.51 -.07 -.17 
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Réunion -.23 -.50 -.46 -.35   -.39 
Romania -.25 -.32 -1.30 -1.04 -.90 -.35 -.70 
Russia -.62 -.72 -2.75 -2.32 -1.20 -.77 -1.40 
Rwanda -.01 -.10 .09 .09 .41 .42 .15 
Samoa -1.59 -1.30 -.42 -1.32   -1.16 
San Marino -.25 -.30 -1.15 -.94   -.66 
São Tomé and Príncipe -.05 -.12 .13 .11   .02 
Saudi Arabia .02 .04 -.21 -.16 -.29 .08 -.09 
Senegal -.08 -.08 .07 .01 .03 .74 .12 
Serbia -.23 -.29 -1.16 -.94 -1.65 -1.07 -.89 
Seychelles -.02 -.11 .01 .03   -.02 
Sierra Leone -.07 -.09 .14 .08 .59 .61 .21 
Singapore -.04 .01 -.05 -.12 -.48 -.80 -.25 
Slovakia -.31 -.40 -1.48 -1.20 -1.71 -.94 -1.01 
Slovenia -.28 -.35 -1.30 -1.06 -1.51 -.98 -.91 
Solomon Islands -.38 -.22 -.43 -.67   -.43 
Somalia .04 .01 .10 .10 .52 .63 .23 
South Africa -.45 -.88 -.88 -.69 -.08 .08 -.48 
South Korea -.23 -.06 -.95 -.94 -.67 -.29 -.52 
Spain -.24 -.28 -.92 -.78 -.92 -.60 -.62 
Sri Lanka .04 .07 .01 -.01 .53 .21 .14 
St. Helena -.41 -.74 -.52 -.44   -.53 
St. Kitts & Nevis -.34 -.26 .00 -.22   -.21 
St. Lucia -.33 -.26 .06 -.16   -.17 
St. Pierre -.60 -.61 -1.36 -1.29   -.96 
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St. Vincent & Grenadines -.33 -.26 .08 -.15   -.17 
Sudan .04 .03 .07 .07 -.26 .87 .13 
Suriname -.31 -.30 .14 -.07 .53 .18 .03 
Swaziland -.35 -.72 -.67 -.51 .06 .19 -.33 
Sweden -.56 -.76 -2.43 -1.97 -1.78 -1.12 -1.44 
Switzerland -.30 -.38 -1.34 -1.10 -1.63 -1.11 -.98 
Syria -.08 -.08 -.65 -.52 -.16 .07 -.24 
Taiwan -.09 .08 -.41 -.48 -.38 -.31 -.27 
Tajikistan -.12 -.11 -.93 -.77 -.60 -.13 -.44 
Tanzania -.05 -.17 .02 .04 .02 .62 .08 
Thailand .00 .11 -.14 -.19 .38 .70 .14 
Timor-Leste -.20 -.17 -.27 -.37   -.25 
Togo -.03 -.06 .14 .10 .33 .57 .18 
Tokelau -1.53 -1.18 -.30 -1.22   -1.06 
Tonga -1.74 -1.52 -.70 -1.58   -1.39 
Trinidad and Tobago -.33 -.27 .10 -.12 -.18 -.11 -.15 
Tunisia -.12 -.13 -.57 -.47 -.27 .07 -.25 
Turkey -.13 -.16 -.87 -.69 -.33 .01 -.36 
Turkmenistan -.12 -.12 -.91 -.74   -.47 
Turks and Caicos Islands -.42 -.31 -.12 -.36   -.31 
Tuvalu -.46 -.21 -.47 -.80   -.48 
Uganda .01 -.05 .11 .11 -.39 .24 .01 
Ukraine -.29 -.37 -1.48 -1.19 -1.12 -.71 -.86 
United Arab Emirates .03 .06 -.21 -.16 -.58 -.11 -.16 
United Kingdom -.51 -.65 -2.00 -1.65 -1.61 -1.34 -1.29 
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United States of America -.74 -.60 -.80 -1.05 -1.31 -.97 -.91 
Uruguay -.81 -1.21 -.99 -.97 -1.10 -.90 -1.00 
Uzbekistan -.16 -.16 -1.07 -.87 -.32 -.11 -.45 
Vanuatu -.49 -.37 -.63 -.87   -.59 
Venezuela -.37 -.32 .13 -.13 .66 .25 .04 
Vietnam -.02 .10 -.13 -.21 .32 .69 .13 
Virgin Islands -.36 -.27 -.03 -.25   -.23 
Wallis and Futura -1.65 -1.33 -.44 -1.39   -1.21 
Yemen .05 .07 -.01 .01 .73 .73 .26 
Zambia -.13 -.33 -.13 -.08 .19 .53 .01 
Zimbabwe -.22 -.48 -.33 -.24 .27 .43 -.10 
        a Based on geographical equation for collectivism in preindustrial societies: (latitude *  
-.064) + (latitude-squared * -.157) + (longitude * .181) + (longitude-squared * -.157). 
b Based on geographical equation for hierarchism in preindustrial societies: (latitude *  
-.021) + (latitude-squared * -.250) + (longitude * .180) + (longitude-squared * -.077). 
c Based on geographical equation for differentiation around 1970: (latitude * -.542) + 
(latitude-squared * -.510) + (longitude * -.064) + (longitude-squared * -.073). 
d Based on geographical equation for discrimination around 2010: (latitude * -.445) + 
(latitude-squared * -.411) + (longitude * .033) + (longitude-squared * -.186). 
e Based on ecological equation for differentiation around 1970: (PS * .170) + (AG * .369) + 
(PS * AG * -.399) + (cold stress * -.475) + (heat stress * -.087) + (rainfall stress * .080). 
f Based on ecological equation for discrimination around 2010: (PS * .159) + (AG * .316) + 
(PS * AG * -.160) + (cold stress * -.102) + (heat stress * .122) + (rainfall stress * .174). 
g Average of the six estimates. 
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Table 5.2. Validation of the 222-Country Index of Estimated Intergroup Discrimination 




Validation criterion: Estimated discrimination between us and them (N = 102) 
     
 B p B p 
Neuroticism (NR) .15 
(.08 to .22) 
< .001 .13 
(.05 to .20) 
< .001 
Closed-mindedness (CM) .09 
(.02 to .16) 
.014 .11 
(.04 to .19) 
.004 
Self-esteem (SE) .31 
(.24 to.38) 
< .001 .30 
(.22 to .38) 
< .001 
Ethnic group density (EGD)   .04 
(-.05 to .13) 
.39 
NR * EGD   -.08 
(-.15 to -.01) 
.026 
CM * EGD   .05 
(-.04 to .13) 
.27 
SE * EGD   .03 
(-.05 to .11) 
.51 
     
R2 .48 < .001 .54 < .001 
 
Shown are unstandardized regression coefficients with 95% confidence intervals between 
brackets (two-tailed tests). There is no multicollinearity (Variance inflation factors < 1.32), and 
there are no outliers (Cook’s distances < .10). 
 
